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New

WHOLE

8, 1879.

—to

OFFICE: VAN LANDEOLND’S BLOCK.

is told us by the gentlest of the Master'swondrous school,
In the troubling of the waters lay the healingof
the pool;
And the darkly-dashing billows that have covered
many a head,
And now stand In placid seeming as the groves
/ above our dead.
Show a sombre angel's troubling of the waters of
our life.
For our healing as a nation of the sins of hate and
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sary word in a platform robs

Ouc uquareof ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for ilrst insertion, and 25 cents for encli suliseUnent insertion for any period under three
mouths.

kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
UITE. J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and
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Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.

yANDERIIAAH,

II., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper
and twine; 8th street.

V

Uinabctorlsi, Xilli, Shop:, Etc.

IJEALD, R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in
II Agricultural Implements; commission agent
Mowing Machines’ cor.

for

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitout charge for subscribers.

I

An I before the Subscriber’s name will donote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two ZZ sigthat no paper will be continued after date.

nify

iiT

*•

green ..................
2 00
bluer rain.
beach- dry ...................... 2 00 Up to Heaven went the walling of our sore con*• green ..................... 1 75
suming need,
Hemlock Bark ......................®4 00 And in all the laud upaprlnglugwas a fragrant
Staves, pork, white oak, ............. ®10 00
flower of deed.
Staves, Tierce,
12 00
The rich blossoms rained upon us till we bade
Heading bolts, softwood
........... ® 2 54
the offeringcease,
Hcadingbolts,hardwood ................... 2 75 And each heart was overwritten with the fragrant
Stave bolts, softwood ........................2 25
message— Peace.
Stave bolts, hard wood .................. 3 00
Rnllrnadtles,................................
10
Brethren, long aud widely severed, ye shall never
Shingles, A $ m. ... ... . .................® 2 00
rue the day
When you biavely sought to lighten the black terGrain, Feed, Etc.
ror of our way;
Wheat, white V bushel ........
82 We will love, and leave you never, you have bound
Corn, shelled i bushel
28
us with a chain
Oats, ^ bushel .....................
27 Rare-wroughtand richly golden, that no hand may
Buckwheat, # bushel
40
cdt in twain;
Bran, ‘fl ton ........................
H 00 And the sword that sought the scabbard upon
Feed. ton .........................18 00
Appomattox field,
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Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
$2.00 per annum,

lines,
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“

I0th<fc

River street.

new @
.............
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Mil’s.) near foot of 8th street.

iTERBEEK, H. W..&

CO., Proprietors of the
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build-

V

All advertising bills collectable quarterly. ing material furnished at

Grand Rapids

prices.

P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor10th and Rivet streets.

$100

tb

YV

...............

@

Rail Roads.
Ciicago & West Michigan R. R.

MUST, UKNRY D., Real Estate and

I

Taken Effect, WedneeUiy Jan.

1, 1879.
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Grand Rapids.
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11.55 a. m.
9.20 p.m.
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3c Big Rapids. *10.25 a. ra.

10.55 “
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Store,

hih street.

H. C.

PhriicUm

A NNIS,
S. W.

A

SH, H. L. Surgeons and Physicians.Olficeat
bis residence,Overysel, Mich.

MATRAU,

FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,

T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
cor. Public Square.

Chicago & West Michigan

HAII/RO

mouth,

Or the

locust-plague of Egypt— then expect
Solid South.

A.D,

Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich,
7-1 v

Phfographir.

markable Result.

Solid In this faith and purpose, while wo draw
conscious breath,
Welded in the glowing furnace of God’s mighty
armorer,
8. M. A.C.

Death.

“Content,”New Providence, Tenn., January,

makes no differencehow many Physicians, or how much medicine you have
tried, it is now an establishedfact that

is the only remedy which
has given complete sal isfactionin severe
cases of Luug Diseases. It is true there
Saliler*.
are, yet thousandsof persons who are preOolar North.
Qoing South.
No. 4. No. 2.
No. 3. No. 1.
STATIONS.
yAUPELL,!!.,Manufacturerof auddealeriu disposed to Throat and Lung Affections,
p- in,
p. ra.
p. III.
a. ra.
Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips; Consumption, Hemorrhages, Asthma, Se7 50 12 20
Muskegon,
2 20
7 00
Eighth street.
vere Colds settled on the Breast, PneuFerrysburu,
2 53
7 10 11 47
7 45
Grand Haven
7 00 11 42
2 f.7
7 55
monia, Whooping Cough, &c., who have
Tobacco and Cigars.
6 15 11 12
1'itfoon,
3 20
8 40
no personal knowledge of Boschee’s Ger
6 35 10 44
Holland,
3 53
9 50
'PE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco, man Syrup. To such we would say that
4 55 10 25
Fillmore,
10 U)
4 17
Cigars, Snull, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
3 45
9 33
Allegan,
11 45
5 13
50,000 dozen were sold last year without
FRED. H. MAY. Manager.
one complaint. Consumptives try just one
Watch** and Jewelry.
E. C. Leavenworth.Qen'l Freight Agent.
botile. Regular size 75 cents. Sold by
Holland, Mich.
TOSLIN A BREYMAN.Watcbmakers,Jewelers, all Druggists in America.
Close connectionsmade at Allegan with G. K. &
and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner ef Mar. R. R. and L. S. & M. S. for Plainwell,
Kaluma- ket and Eighth Street.
roo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, &c., <fcc.
Feels 7oung Again.
II IGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.
Gallery opposite this otfice.

O

River street.

fPEN EYCK,

A

*
J.,

Agent. Otficu
Eighth street.

Attorney at Law and Collecting
Kenyon & Van Putteu’s bank

in

Basking anl Exchange.

AN PUTTEN JACOB,
lecting, Drafts bought
street:

Wendell Phillips

9-ly

family.”—

F. & A. M.
A Reuulab Communicationof Unitt

Lodoe-

T^VE GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
shampoonlng, hair-dyeing,etc., done at rea
aonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City

Hotel.

A

lady, Providence,R.

All kinds of fresh Taffy

No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall-

Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening,March
5, at? o’clock, sharp.
Otto Bketman, W. M.

Wynne

Sec'i/.

£pc<ial

gotirejs.

Barber*.

±J

importance,and

naall

free nations its necessity.

Let Journals and conventions discuss
all points

ns freely as they please— bonds

or no bonds; demonetizationof gold and
of all coin; funding the dept or paying

and

all

it

methods of regulat-

ing the amount of the currency; but let

for

only

this

movement— bo

responsible

one claim, an exclusive na.

currency. When

that step Is

gained

on the next. Planted now
on this one issue we shall not wait long
for victory. But the moment that point
is gained the republican party and John
Sherman will claim it as "their thunder.”
Let all good people remember this, my
prophecy, and when a few years hence,
they hear the loud party boasts of what
wonders they have done nnd how much
wo

will rally

A Defence of South Carolina Politics.
Mr. E. Cooke,

now

preiident of Claflln

University in South Carolinia and former-

ly principal of Wilbraham Academy at
a letter to

a

north-

ern friend about the politics of South Carolina says:

“Nearly or quite all the reports about

Still at it— Grievances is to

against John Sherman.

was

keep up sectional hate. The wish
most cases, father to the thought.

in

Holding both Democraticand Republican

Wendell Phillips writes to
the

New

the editor of

York Herald:

I think

the

meetings the same day and at the same
place was a hazardous experiment, and

greenback party

or the

new

frequently • led to little petty street quar-

finance party has been thus far uniformly rels, which were sure to
victorious, aud has gained everything

bo magnifiedand

published ns the breakingup of a Repub-

has asked.

lican megting. Such was the affair at
1. That party demanded the remone- Sumter, which made so large a stir at the
tizationof silver. It is done, and the step North.
Governor Hampton

When

is

not likely to he reversed.

learned that both partieswere to hold a

week

C. B.

Banking and Coland sold; Klglitn

its

meetings before election were the creations

condition of the whole system; headache, his usual chronic state of perplexity and
bewilderment, gladly submitted to this
I. 0. of 0. F.
nervous prostration,and was almost helpIIoLLANDCityLodge, No. 192, IndepitiidentOrder less. No physician or medicines did her compulsion;indeed, welcomed our victory.
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
any good. Three months ago she began Thus the derided “rag”— Ihe “dishonored
Fellow’s Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
to use Hop Bitters, with such good effect
of each
•
rag”— is the national currency to-day and
that she seems and feels voung again,
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
W. Blom, N. G.
although over 70 years old. We think likely to remain so.
G. A. Konino, R. 8.
3. We asserted that if the greenbacks
there is no other medicine fit to use iu the

IARKS, W. U.

Attorney and Councelorat Law,
corner of River and Eighth streets.

England. All commercial

2. We claimed that the, greenback meeting at Sumter at the same time, he
should
not be destroyed,but reissued. sent two of his most trusty officialswith
“My mother was afflicteda long time
The
secretary of the treasury, who was In instructions not to allow under any cirwith Neuralgiaaud a dull heavy, inactive

gusincjss f iwctorjj.

IfC BRIDE, P. H., Attorneyand Counselor at
lYI Law, and Proctor In Admiralty. No. 11

in

tions must soon see

and coloring of these men, whose trade it

German Syrup

JLl

A

I)., Claim Agent, Attorney and
l Notary Public; River street.

1879.

GEEENEACKS AND GOLD.

,

'OWARD, M.

ceived

bulldozing and breaking up Republican

V

Attorney*.

as heretofore,with private cor-

it,

porations— is debated to-day and well re-

Wilbraham, Mass., in

hand,

It

Grand Haven Rail Road.

share

along denounced.

JU

Ite

sovereigntyover the currency, and not

i

Sells Tickets to principal point* in the United Solid, throngh our meed of service be a quick
forgotten grave,
Sta'es ami Canada. Through bills of Lading issued
public square.
and rates given for ficlgbt to all points east ami Solid, in the brunt of battlewhere (he starry flag
shall wave.
west. Informationas to routes and connections
T EDEBOER, F, S., Physicianand Surgeon; for
travellers,and rates of freightfor shippers, Solid,iu the vis insr/tothat the whirlwind may
olfice at residence,on Eighth street, near Chi.
withstand,
cheerfullyfurnished at the
A M. L. S. R. R. crossing.
Solid, with an open purse within a wldeller open

A

claim that the nation shall resume its

light to pray,
we owe them, it will be seen I prophesied
Yet. if Tu the Laud of Succor ever dawns an evil
truly ns to their self-conceitand adroit
day.
From the breath of plague mysterious, the assault
pretence of being themselves victorious,
of foreign foes.
Or the stirinontof the rabble, friended with Its while they have only been slyly stealing
fancied woes,
Fire’sashon desolation,Famine's fiercely-faintingthe measures and principles they have all

F EDEBOER, B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office
Ju corner Eleventh and River street opposite

O

Taken, Effect,Xuiulay, Etc. 8, 1878.

love you as we hated, from the depths of
soul aud heart,
We will live with yon as gladly as wo sought to
live apart;
Every wrong that we have suffered it Is easy to
forget
In the presence of this largess that hath made our
eyelids wet;
We’ll go further,and forgive you every wrong that
we have done;
Henceforthleave the fight to “statesmen ;” as a
people we are one.
will

•

Public, Conveyancer,
and Insurance Agent. Office,Ct/y Drug

(

time.

We

state

sue all the currency the nation uses. This

tional

love Hhall yield.

“No

banks of issue.” Let

Overmastered but unconquered, to the might of

That yon never teed such helping shall bo our de-

ALSU, H., Notary

Mixed trains,
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
]U[C CULLOCH THOS., Physician, Sprgcon'and
J Daily except Saturday.
Accouciier.Office,Van Putteu’SfUrug Store,
Mondays only.
Holland, Michigan.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
QCHOUTEN, R. A. City Pnysiciau. Office at the
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
First Ward Drug Store, 8ih Street.
*

......................

Smoked Meat

Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;Collections made In Hollandand vicinity.
v 1/

Trains.

4 %
"
................... ®
..............................G

Pork, •*
Lard

Nctarr Publlci

20
85
21
00

Meats, Etc.
lb

flag:

the party— the

.................

Beef, dressed per

our

@

......................
125

Put only one
or national
the governmentis-

Issues of currency.

line on

®

Bariev, 9 100 lb ...................1
Middling. 9 100 lb
Flonr, 9 100 lb
i
Pear] Barley, 9 KHMb ............3 00
4

II/TLMS,

bank

in greenbacks,

...............

|)AUELS, VAN PLTTEN & CO., Proprietors
of Hugger Hills; (Steam Saw and Flour

of voters by

it

the thousand. The next point to attack is

lb

I»UTKAU& VAN ZoEREN, New Meat MarIJ ket, uearcornerEighth and Fish Street. All

Every unneces-

only one issue at a time.

......................
Hay, V ton ....................
...
0. J. D0E3BUR3, Editor and Publisher. I'vIJKEMA J. & C. Wagon and Blacksmith Unions, bushel .................
35
50
LJ
Shop. Horse-shoeing and all kinds of repair- Potatoes. V bushel ................
?:2US3r 3JB3CBIPTI0tf:-S2.00peryeariB
advaacc. ing done. Eighth Street a lew doors west of River. Timothy Seed, V bushel. ..........
125
strife.
Wool, V
.............. ........
Night was all too short for mourning,day was all
JOB I'BINTINOPHOMPTLT AND NEATLY DONE.
Xett Kartell.
Wood, Staves, Etc,
too full of pain,
Cordwood, maple, dry .....................
$ 2 50 We were blindedto the sunthine by a salt and

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

pledge the movement to only one

claim at a time. The people can attend to

si

U., Livery and Sale Stable:
Olficeof Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
street, near Market.

NO. 364.

true policy is to attack one thing at a time

York EveningPoet.

THE SOUTH’S ANSWEE.

|>OONE il„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
J and barn on Market reel. EverythingfirstVT1BBELINK,J.

mui

the

<f)ur |Harhct!S.
class

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

-

From

Llvervand Sale Stabler

I

A W£JEKLY~NEW3PAPEEI

EQLL&ND ciiy,

IOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

I

NOTICE.

The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having
settledin the city of Grand Rapids, offers
14-1 y
his services us a Physician, Surgeon and Ac*
Commltiion Xorchant.
coucheur to the public at large, and
whereas he pays particular attention to
T) EACH BR()'d, CommissionMerchants, and chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he hua
iJ dealers In Grain, Flour and Pro mce. High- concluded to stop at the City Hotel, iu the
est market price paid for wheat.'Utfici in Brick
*torc cor. Eighth *£ rlsh streets,Holland, Mich. 17 City of Holland, on Saturdayof each week,
where he can be consulted during the
Dentist.
day.
L. E. BEST, M. D.
/^.EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand ofVJ flee on Eighth street, opposite Van Raalte's Grand Rapids, Nov. 25 1878.
hot store.

I.

at

PESSINK BROS.
Bucklin’s Arnica Salve.
The best Salve in the world for

cumstances any interference with tbe Republican

meeting. Now

all this cry

about

bulldozing and violence is dropped, because tbe case will fail on that charge.

But when we come to the charge

of

filling the ballot-boxeswith ‘tissue ballots, ’

somebody undoubtedlyought to plead
were made receivable at the custom-house ‘guilty.’ But before we pass sentence of
and for all debts due the government,coin tbe deepest condemnation on the act, we
and greenbacks would be equal

in ninety

days, and that this was the proper step to be

ought in justice to consider the poverty
and deep humiliation which the southern

taken.

people have suffered;and alio take Into ac-

For

this

we

begged, argued, and

peti-

count tho irritation which these have
Cuts,
tioned three years ago. Then we got no produced. Negro rule has been a failure
Bruises,Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
Chapped hands, Chilblains, Corns, and attention.Now the secretary without law in all the States, and under the leadership
all kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve or authority, has ordered this step to be
of unprincipled adventurersin the North,
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction
taken, and congress is about to sanction it has been worse than a failure; it has
in every case or money relunded. Price
what he illegally did. Without this step been downrightrobbery, amounting to

25 Cents per box. for Sale by Heber
resumption would bo impossible,or
Walsh Holland Michigan.
tremely dangerous

if

ex-

millions, which the people are

now taxed

possible. Without to pay.

N. K. Fairbank’stin caddy Lard can this help resumption would be a failure.
The opposition of the southernwhites is
When in March, 1876, 1 argued for such a not to negro suffrage or negro offlceboldis the
finest and best Lard for family use in the step before the Boston board of trade, the ing, or tbe rights of manhood which tbe
be found at E. J. Harrington. This

Solomons

United States.
E. J.

Take

HARRINGTON

of that body held

up

their

hands constitutionalamendments secure; but

in holy horror, insistingthat the govern- the opposition is chiefly to turning again
ment was pledged to tho public creditor the government of the state over to carpet-

Warning*.
to demand its customs in coin. It was a bag and bayonet rule. To prevent the reDirectlyaround each bronchial tube very convenientdodge— a plausible excuse currenceof such an event, freods were, I
where it enters the lungs, are about 20,000
One of the finest preparationsfor the minute air cells— in the entire lungs 600,- —but one easily forgotten tbe moment the suppose,perpetrated at the polls, such, for
Drags and Keiielne*.
instance,as the ‘tissueballots.’ Colored
Hair we ever got acquaintedwith is "Lee’s 009,000. A slight cold producing bron- governmentneeded the help of such
T^OESBURG, J. O., Dealer In Drugs and Medimeasure
as I proposed. That pledge to men are appointed to office, and colored
XJ clues, Paints and Oils, Brushes.Ac. Phy- Hair Renewer.” It is (lie heat article to
the national creditor is as binding to men were elected by Democrat* to the
sician’s proscriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.
restore the color and prevent the falling
YfEBNGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drags, Med- out, and cun he hud at Schouten & West- if not remedied, the whole six hundred day as it was in March, 1876. But tbe Legislature,so that the ballot-box stuffing
ATI Iclues,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Permillion become clogged with pus which men who screamed themselveshoarse in seems to have been done, not against tbe
veer’s druc store. Price only 50 cents.
fomeyies. River street.
must be healed or life will soon terminate. lying talk about the greenback as a dis- negro citizen,but against carpet-bag
86-6 m
The world's great lung remedy. Dr. honored note now clamor tbat tbe govern bayonet rule.”
yAN PUTTEN, Wm„ Dealer in Drugs, Medlcines, Palnttf,Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
King's New Discovery for Consumption,
Now that we are having changeable readily heals and permanently cures the ment shall break its pledge to its creditors
W. Van Din Biho's Family Medicines;Eighth St.
Mount Etna, in Sicily, bos variedTu
weather, and almost everybody has a "bad very worst cases of lung diseases,Coughs, by receivinggreenbacks at the customT17ALSH HEBEK, DruggistA Pharmacist; a
traditional
habit of throwing up lava of
TV full stock of goods appertaining to the bus- cold” you will do well to remember the Colds, Tickling in the Throat, Asthma, house! "When I said I would die a bacheloess.
virtue of Macalister’a Cough Mixture,the Hoarseness and difficultyof breathing in lor," cried Benedict, “I did not think I late by discharging immense quantities of
the shortest time possible. Trial bottles
rurniturs.
should live till I were married.” When I mud. Tbe pieces would often drop upon
best in the market for coughs, colds, asthten cents. For sale by Heber Walsh, HolVTEYER, H. A CO.. Dealers In all kinds of Fur- ma, spitting of blood, influenza, whoop- land, Michigan.
said I would die a hard money man, ex- each other and form colnmns ten or
Af l
nlture.Curulus, W'all Paper, Toys, Coffins,
claims Sherman, I did not think I should more feet high, which would flna'ly fall
ing cough, nnd all diseases of the throat
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.
nod become amalgamatedwith the rest.
and lungs. Prepared by John P. Lee,
Compressed Yeast.— Have you tried that live to owe my salvation to greenbacks.^
Oiniral Dialer*.
cor. Halstead and Harrison sirs, Chicago, hew yeastt It is superior to any. Bold at . With these three victories behind us, we Much water of a salt taste, mingled with
\TAN PUTTEN G., General Dealers, In Dry and is for sale at Schouten & West veer’s
now advance to the next outwork of the the earthly discharges, and contains also
wholesale and retail at
Goods, Groceries, Crockery. Hats and Gaps,
enemy. In the future as in (he past, the I a mixture of petroleum and sulphur.
drugstore. Price 50 cts. and $1. 36-0 m
PESSINK BROS.
Flour, Provisions, etc, ; River st.

V

•

____

when a vote cau be taken the bill will be
defeatedby a largo majority.... Nearly 40,000
bids have noen received for carrying the mails
in Missouri, Iowa, Illinois,Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota. A mouth will no required
for opening them and making the awards....
The President has tendered to ex-Gov. Boutwell the positiou of Assistant Treasurer at Bosstage

burg. The Ameer appears to

bo astonishedat

and that tho Democratsresorted to frauds
for that purpose. Witness, in order to
the Directorsof the broken counteract the Democrats, had 5,000 tissue-

Fashion Fripperies.

his treatment

Two of

Coiffures £end to compactness, and
are worn lower in the back.
Ceremonious dinner toilets demand
elbow sleeves and lace ruffles.
Braids or short curls down tho back
are worn with dressy evening coiffures.
Ball and evening shoes

tickets printed, and these were to bo used only
the event that tho Republicans were certain
months' imprisonment for embezzlement, and tho Democratswere using tissue-tickets. R.
five oilier Directors to eight months’ imprison- M. Wallace,United States Marshal for South
CITY.
ment
for uttering false balances ..... Paul do Carolina, testified to arrestingDemocratsfor
ton.
Cassagnac,whoso election was invalidatedby breaking up Republican meetings,but no conThe public-debtstatement for Feb. 1 tho French Chamber of Deputies,has been re- viction resulted. The.Democrals regarded the
elected by
majority, or 600.... The Czar
is as follows:
"with'a lower
but
of Russia has dispatched Gen. Melikoff to
Hix per cent, bonds ................... $ G5G,SW,000
tricks
from
the
Republicans,
and
were
now
: ^ must be very small and flat,
Astrakhan with power to adopt extraordinary
Five per cent, bonds .................. 703,268.660
boating them at their own
Oriental silks, Persian and Egyptian
EAST.
Four and a half per cent, bonda ...... 250,000,000 measures to stop the march of tho plague. He
is appointed Governor General of the plague-l ---------| silks, satins, velvets, brocades,
corFour
per
cent, bonds .................
330,700,000
York Star asserts that A.
strickendistricts, which are created into a
duroys
are all used for waistcoats.
T. Stewart’sremains were retained to Judge
Total coin bonds .................. $1,951, *4)6,1560 provinee during tho continuance of the epiVery small figures, checks and stripes
G.GOH.OKl demic. In Austna an imperial ordinance
Hilton, Nov. 14, only eight days after tho theft, Matured debt ........................
identical with that of Germany proliibitstho
Wednesday, Jan. 29.— Senate— Mr. Ham- j on white grounds, are the feature in the
by a go-between,and that the amount of money Letfal tenders ........................
$ 840,748,081
which changed hands was between 185,000 and Certificates of deposit ............... 40.940.000 importationof a largo number of articles from lin called up the Senate bill for promotingtho efil- llt,w Spring calicoes and percales,
Russia, and orders the disinfection of all ar•45,000, but that no agreement was entered in- Fractional currency ................. 10,027.495
A double cape of heavy silk chenille,
rivals therefrom. The Galician authorities cleucyofChaplains of the United States navy,
to to protect the thieves, who were five in num
Gold and silver certificates............ 20,107,fit0
tinsel thread twisted in the same,
memorialize tho Government for the immodiato it was passed withoutdiscussion,Die bill
ber.
. .It is reported that Jay Gould is seriousTotal without interest ............ $ 483.908,400 establishmentof a cordon against Russia. In vide* that no penon uuder 25 years nor over 35 bo is the latest novelty for the neck in
ly embarrassed financially,and his early downRome, the Sanitary Council has been convoked appointed Chaplain, and fixes the relative rank, and place of a scarf.
fall is confidently predicted.
the whole number not to exceed twenty... .Die
Total debt ............................
$2,3RVS2,13fi to take precautionarymeasures agiiust the
pension awes on the calendar being disposed
White satin dresses of creamy or
Dr. Lindebman,Director of the Uni- Total interest .........................
23,024.089 plague. Roumania has determined upon tho
of, the Senate went Into execuUve session,
leaden tint are worn by the elderly
establishment
of
a
quarantine
snd
military
ted States Hint, at Philadelphia, is dead.
on
motion
of
Mr.
Conkling.
and
tho
nomination
of
Currency held for redemption of fraccordon to prevent the spread of tho pestilence, Senator Christiancy to be Minister to Peru was ladies for full dress, with full trimmings
tional currency .....................
8,660,684
Richard H. Dana, the well-known
and without the usual of creamy old point laces.
Special deposits held for redemption
Col.
the distin- unanimously confirmed,
^
poet and author,died in Boston tho other day,
of certificates of deposit ...........40.940,000
The long waistcoats worn with dressy
guished soldier of fortune, formerly with GariHorsK.— After a short struggle,the Republicans,
at tho advanced ago of 91.
Total in treasury.................
$ 882,450,696 baldi and with the Union army in the American who desired the morning hour, were voted down, toiletsare separate garments and may be
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The

business center of the town of
civil war, has been killed at Rangoon, India, and. by a vote of yeas 118, nays 115, the House went
by fire. Loss, Debt less cash in tho treasuryFeb.l ’TO. $8,025,890,180 in attempting a balloon ascension ____ Albert into committeeof the whole on the PostofflceApDecrease durintj January .............. 2.751.9K)
$110, 000.... A Boston dispatch announces tho
Decrease since June 30, 1K78 .......... 9.890.711 Grant, tho well-knownEnglish speculator, propriation biU.
has failed for £682,000 ____ The following is
failure ef two heavy Connecticutwool firms— Bonds Issued to the PacificRailroad
Thursday, Jan. 30.— Senate— The resolugiven as tho origin of tho plague
Companies,interestpayable In law8. H. Sayles,of Dayvillo, and 8. L. A T. D.
ful money: Principal outstanding..
64,023,512 now raging in Russia: A Cossack returning tions of Mr. Edmunds, declaring tho validityof the
Haylos,of Versailles.They wore very large
Interestaccrued and not yet paid ..... 833,117 from tho war to Wetlishka, in Astrakhan, Thirteenth. Fourteenthand Fifteenth amend ments
manufacturers,and the liabilities are hoavy.
Interestpaid by the United States.
41,773,745 brought his lady love a shawl, which she wore to the constitution,were taken up, and Mr. Morgan
lu teres t repaid by transportation of
THE WEST.
two days and then sickened, with all the symp- advocated his substituteof Jan. 211.
mails, etc ..... ...................
10,657,028
toms of tho plague,and died. The following Houkk.— The PostofflceAppropriationbill was
Balance
of
interest
paid
by
the
United
There was a double execution at
States ..... ........................
81,116,717 four days other members of her family died. passed after many of the amounts were increased
The disease spread rapidly, the local authori- ....Die struggle for the morning hour then beIndianapolis. Ind., on Wednesday, the 29th ult
The Senate Committee who Lave bad ties not paying any attention to it till half of tho gan, and Mr. Hewitt,by filibustering, prevented a
The victims were John Achey, a gambler, for
under consideration the matter of opening tho inhabitantsdied, and the remainder were un- renewal of tho war claims debate.
the murder of George Leggett, a member of the
able to bury the victims. The dreadful pestiFriday, Jan. 31.— Senate.— Mr. Saunders,
Indian
Territory have agreed unanimously
same disreputable profession, and William Merlence has continuedto spread over since.
I from the joint committeeto InquireInto the experick, who put his wife out of tho way by giving her upon an affirmative
report A sub-committee
strychnine in a glass of wine. Merrick assorted has been appointed to prepare a report and bill
THE now French Cabinet has been ! dlcncy of transferringthe Indian Bureau from the
his innocenceto the last. Achey said on the embracing tho followingpoints: 1. To es- constituted, and the following are tho changes J Interior Department,to the War Department,re,

Leo, Mass., has been wiped out

j

worn with

Snake bracelets,winding several times

!
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.
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j

'

several differentkinds of

coats and skirts.

around the aim, and having jeweled
eyes, are among late novelties in jewelry
and ornaments.
Square necks are much worn on low
corsages. Y necks are also seen, but
rouud, low necks are preferredby most

.

gallows, “The people wanted a hanging,and ho
culprits displayed wonderful coolness to the final moment
Another County Treasurer has gone wrong,
and also gone to the penitentiary for four years
—Charles it Goodhue, Stephenson county, III

tablish a United States Court within tho Indian
Torritoryfor tho better protectionof life and
property,with the same powers and jurisdic—
tion os other United States District Courts. 2.
That each of tho live civilized nations bo allowed to send a delegate to Congress.3. That
terrible explosion is reported the lands now held in common by the tribes
cau bo held in severalty among tho’lndiaus.
from Secor, Woodford county, HI Tho saw

was ready for it* Both of tho

A

and

grist

mill of

L Gasner was

almost totally

destroyedinstantaneously, timliers and boards
being thrown a quarter of a mile by the explosion of tho boiler. Four persons were instantly
killed, their bodies being horriblymutilated,
and one thrown 800 feet through tho air. Another was fatallyinjured.

M. J. Sullivant, the famous Ford

1

M. Waddington, Presidentof Counciland Min-

l^lt

young
The

ladies for ball toilets.

hat of the passing moment is the
equestrienne,in rough gray felt, banded with three narrow ribbons placed at
intervals around the crown.
Birds of paradise, butterflies,and incommitu-e had been sects of all sorts in form of gold filigree
and submitted a refour members of the and Impegan feather ornaments arc*
of the proposed transfer ____ worn in the hair for full dress.

i-terofForeign Affairs; Senator Leroyor, Min- j port, nigned by
inter of Justice; M. Do Marcero, Interiorand committee,in favor
Public Worship, ad interim;M. Jules Ferry, In executive seision, after reading tho President’s
Public Instructionand Fine Arts; M. Leper'e, message and Secretary Sherman’s letter regarding
MacMahon’s Letter of Resignation.
the New York Custom House nominations, Senator
Agriculture; Admiral Jaurcquiborry, Marini,
Conkling made a speech, closingwith an expression
The followingis the text of Marshal
of opinion that the Senate should proceed to con
TIIE CIPHER TELEGRAMS.
MacMahon’s
letter announcing hia
aider and act upon the pending nominaiionswithout
GENERAL.
postponement. A motion by Mr. Matthews resignation of the Presidency of the
The Potter Committee,on tl^e 29th further
to postpone further consideration of the nominaA Baltimore dippatch says the oys- ult , recalledWilliam E. Chandler, who said, tions till Monday, Feb. 3, was adopted by yeas F rench Republic :
At the opening of this session of tho Cham35.
nays 20, the Democratsall voting in the affirmater schooner Adamantinehas been found snnk when he first saw tho cipher dispatches, he did
bers tho Ministry presented to you a protive.
n tho bay. Her Captain, Horace Baker, of not know their meaning. William P. McClelgramme which, while affordingsatisfaction to
Hocke.— The House spent the day in wrangling
public opinion, appeared to the Cabinetsuch
Philadelphia,was lashed to tho topmast, and land, an export, on examination of tho writings,
over
another
Southern
claim—
a bill to pay for rent
as might he voted withoutdanger to the securithe bodies of nine men composingthe crew testifiedto deciphering tho Oregon dispatches.
for a collegebuildingin Virginia used by troops
ty or good administrationof the country.
wore lashed to tho deck, which was several feet There was no one present at tho time except
during the war. It was defeated by a vote ef c3 Putting aside personal views, I had given
under water. The schooner went down on tho SenatorsMorten and Mitchell and Mr. Burbank yeas to 121 nays.
the programme to which consciencecommandand two experts from Oregon. Gen. Brady was
dof January last
Saturday,Feb. 1.— Senate— Mr. McCroery, ed me to remain faithful. To-day the Ministry,
recallech and produced the telegrams alluded
It is reported that the Mexican Gov- to in his previous testimony. Translated,they from tho joint committeeappointed to inquire into | thinkingto respond to the opinion of the maernment is seriously considering the advisabil- road as follows:
the expediency of transferring the Indian Bureau 1 j01^}' t" tllt3|wo Chambers, proposes to me in
Tallah amuck, Doe. i.— Juhn Whig, WiiJhinfflon:
ty of asking for the removal of Minister FosFlorid* will go for II
Brady.
\

!

I

county (HI.) farmer, died recently on an Ohio
river steamboatwhile journeyingfrom Hender-

son, Ky.. to Louisville.Mr. Sullivantwas
celebrated as the largest farmer in the world,
owning and cultivating a place of 47,000 acres,
comprisingnearly all in Ford county,111. The
farm was so extensivethat small dwellings
constructedon wheels were drawn by oxen to
various parts of it, conveying laborers who
would bo for weeks absent from the village
headquarters. ... .A fire at St. Joseph, Mo. , destroyed Bailey’s dry-goods store and Bax's
furniture stem Losses, •95,000 and $125,000,

j

j

er. It is said that a coolness exists between
Mr. Foster and the Mexican Government on

ayes.

*<«"««

1
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C.— fieri. Urartu, Tartar,neMre: mem. Hubmitteda report,signed by four members ! the interests of the army, and consequentlyto
Florid* in trouble.I speak advisedly.Have no of the committee, In favor of the transfer ____ Mr.
those of the country.I cannot subscribe to
other
Jak. N. Ttskb.
Hoar, from the Committee on Privileges and
Wasiunoton.— 6V/j. Urartu, TaJUihantee:Reliable Elections, presented
minorityreport in them. Any other Ministry, taken from tho mainformationhere says Democrats claim two of favor of a sixteenth amendment to the consti- jority,would impose upon me the same condiFlorida Returning Board. Do you believeit?
tution prohibiting a Bute disfranchising persons tions. I consider myself, therefore, hound to
Wing, on account of sex. Die report was signed by shortenthe durationof tho mandate which tho
Tallahassee.—VoAn Wing, Washington: Wo have Messrs. Hoar. Cameron (Wis.), and Mitchell____ NationalAssembly confided to me, and I thereno intimation of treachery,except on the part of Consideration was resumed of the resol ntious of fore tender my resignation.In quitting power,
one of our own number. If wo come to grief, it is Mr. Edmunds, declaring the validityof the Diir- I have the consolationof thinking that, during
through him— the New Yorker. Wo are advised he teonth. Fourteenthand Fifteenth amendmentsto the fifty-threeyears 1 have devoted to tho serrecommends contrary to nnr Interests. His many the constitution, and Mr. Morgan continuedhis vice of my country as a soldier or citizen, I
and mysterious interviews arouse
argument in favor of the substitute presentedby
Wahhinoton, D.

,

i

fears.

!

account of tho letterof the former to tho Chia
ago Manufacturers’Association, and that for
that reason little can be accomplished in diplomacy white ho remains.... Joseph, the chief of
he Nez Pore es has agreed to the sale of fortvight hundred square miles of his people’s land
respectively.
n Idaho to the United States Government The
One of tho captive Cheyenne Indians ribe will got in exchange six townships of laud
in Indian Territory and 4 per cent interest on a
at Fort Robinson— Wild Hog by name— at- quarter of a million dollars from tho treasury.
suspicion.
have never been guided by sentiments other
him.
Brady.
tempted to end his unhappy life. Ho stabbed
than hy absolute devotion* to my country. I
The Signal Service Bureau at WashThe witness, on cross-examination,
explained
Hoes*.— Die war claims discussion was resumed
himself four times in tho region of the heart,
request you to communicatemy decision to the
that
“
Now
Yorker”
meant
Gon.
Barlow,
while
ington promulgates tho following weather progin the House, Mr. Chalmers, of Mississippi,leading Chambers. MacMahon, Duke of Magenta.
and is dangerouslywounded.
•John Wing" was a fictitiousname for John N.
nosticsfor tho mouth of February : For the
Tyner. The committee called Mr. Tyner, who oil. He said ho did not envy the cheap political
The remnant of the Cheyenne InBismarck’s Life.
upper lake region, winds blowing from tho proceeded to explain the morning of’the cipher capital that a Union soldier,meaning Gen. Bragg,
dians have been transferredfrom Fori Robin- southwestor southeast, or from directions Ih>telegramsthat passed between him and John could make by telling the few In the South who had
Prince Bismarck’smode of life, acson to Leavenworth. There were but seven tween those points, are found to bo the winds W. Foster, of Indiana. Ho said that the phra- professedloyalty during the war that he hail no cordint? to a writer in tho Fnrtninhlhl
bucks in the iot, and they offered no resistance. moat likely to bo followed by rain or snow. see, “Smith arrangement,” “Brown arrange- more confidence in their loyally than a mouse had V, . ° . a
1,1 TlT,1C 1 01 ini(J{anJ
heview, is peculiar. He gets up late,
in a stuffed cat-skin. He Charged Bragg with shakThat charming little actress and vo- Winds blowing from tho north’or west, or from ment,” and tho words “certain” and “early” were ing the bloody shirt, and said he was stretchdirections between those points, are found to tho ciphers used. “Smith arrangement” roferml
toward 10 o’clock, because he does 'not
ing his legs in a frantic effort to climb up to the
calist, Alice Oates, is drawing crowds at be the winds least likely to bo followed by rain
to securing the servicoa of the oreenhackers, Republicanplatform and rol it of its last banner. succeed in going to sleep till toward
Haverly’s Chicago Theater the presentweek. or snow.
which were found desirable by the Republicans Mr. Mills,oi Texas, followedChalmers,and spoke
morning. At breakfast he takes tea
Her attractiveness
seems on the increase, inCanada boa temporarily prohibited of Indiana at that time. “Brown arrange- in the same strain. He reasserted that no true and t\\o eggs, and after that nothing
stead of showing any signs of waning, and the
ment ’ meant tho purchase of the Indianapolis Bjutherner asked to have the war claims allowed,
public will flock to hear her and laugh at the the importationof American cattle.
constitutionalamendment until dinner, when he eats and drinks
Sentinel, which was proposed, and placing it and favored
absurdities of opera bouffo.
in charge of a competent Greenbacker in order which would forever exclude all claims
freely. Bismarck himself complains of
POLITICAL.
that the Greenback voters should ho taken from growing out of the war. Mr. Hooker, of MissisTHE SOUTH.
sippi.made a very eloquent speech, in which he such a regimen, but the habit is formed.
The LouisianaLegislatureban chosen the Democratic ranks “Certain” meant $5,000, charged Bragg with taking up a role which had In one of the conversationshe tells how
A tornado swept over a portion of
and “ early ” meant $10, (Xk). To carry out the
b'-en abandoned by liberal-heartedmen on the ReB. F. Jonas United States Senator to succeed
former arrangement $5,000 would be required, publican side of the House. It was not his purpose the nights pass. ‘‘My brain,” he says,
luka, Miss., occupied by blaclf people. One John B. Eustis.
and
tho latter $10,000. As to the dispatches to create sectional strife, but to avoid it. He de- “ is incessantlyat work. All the comcolored woman and five children were killed
The Kansas Legislature has re-elect- exchanged between him and Zach Chand- nied tho right of any man to speak for the Bouthern binationsof policiescome back to me
outright;two of .the latterwere found a quarler, Mr. Tyner stated that in these dis- Democracyand charge them with presenting
ed
Hon. John J. Ingalls United States Senator
ter of a mile from homo. Eight other colored
patches the phrases “one Indian Agent" fraudulentclaims against the Government.Mr. as in a nightmare, and I see everything
people were wounded, one of whom has since for six years from tho 4th of March next. .. . and “two Indian Agents” were respectively Hinglcton. of Mississippi, closed the discussion. on its dark side. I fall asleep os soon
died. . .It is reported from New Orleans that J. Louisiana'snow United States Senator, B. F. used to represent $5, (XX) and $10,000. It was He said that Gen. Bragg had been so long
as my head is on its pillow, but I soon
Madison Wells, Surveyor of the Port, has been Jonas, is a native of Quincy, III Ho went estimated that about the sum of $5,000 was abusing the Democracy when running on tho
Republican
ticket
for
Congress
and
other
offices awake and remain awake until dawn.
indictedby the United States Grand Jury for South before tho war and served os a private necessaryto pay persons for bringing out votes.
malfeasance in office.
and then a dream gives me rest
in the Confederatearmy.
and that $10,000 was the amount which could ( ____ ^ .... ................. ...... . ........
.....
1)6 used to advantage for tho legitimatepur- ! anything but abuse of the Demorracyr The Deni' j for a while. I see Varzin— all the trees
The city alms-houseat Louisville,
An analysis of the vote on the con- poses
of tho campaign. Chandler hud stated ocrats of the South were Democratsof principle. | flw.t T bnnw Hn Wp]l RTU1 fi,n teinn env
Ky., was destroyed by fire, last week. There firmation of Gon. Merrittas CoUector of tho that the National Committee had about 91(\0U0
had only l»ecn influenced by “ loaves and ! nri l T
^ T
u
that I am enjoying
it all.’
were 340 inmates in the institution,and it is Port of Now York shows that fifteen Repub- which it could place to the credit of Indiana. fiHhi;*.”
‘
" they could havu Hold out long ago to tho and I fancy
..... .....
.....
RepnblicanH.
fortunate that a great many of them were not licans voted to sustain tho administrationby I The money was to bo dopoeitod in a Now York
Workingmen in Philadelphia have
Monday, Feb 3- — Senate— Mr. McCroery
burned to death. Several of thorn leaped from confirming the nominations,namolv: Burn- hank to the credit of the Central Bank of Inthe windows to save their lives. Four persons side, Conover, Kirkwood, Matthews, dianapolis, as the President of the latter na- introduceda bill to transfer the office of Indian over $70,000,000invested in co-operative
were killed and a number of others injured in Oglesby, Cameron (Wis.), Fern*, Hoar, tional bank raised objections to cashinga draft AtfairHfrom the Interior to the War Department. loan associations.
the wild stampede to escape from tho building. Saunders, Windom, Dawes, McMillan, upon the State Central Committee.
— Mr. Matthew* introduceda joint resolution
The structure cost $160,000, and was insured Morrill, Christiancy, and Plumb. Twenty-three
Whiter aw Reid, of the Now York providing for a commercial treaty with Mexico.
THE MARKETS.
for $70,000.
Republicans ranged themselveson the side of
Mr. Teller presenteda petition from the colored
Tribune,was before tho Potter Committee on
Mr.
Conkling
and
voted
against
confirmation,
people
of
L'-uisiana,
claiming
that
they
are
not
NEW YORK.
A large number of persons have
viz. :
Allison, Booth, Howe, Patterson. the 30th ult., and explainedhow he came into protected cither in life or property. They Bkkvkr ...........................
$7 00 (glOOo
been arrested in Caddo, Tensas and Natchi- Spencer,Anthony, Bruce, Conkling, Jones
therefore*invoke the protection of the Hoos ..............................
3 40 @ 4 20
possession of the cipher dispatches published
toches parishes, La., on the charge of violating (Nov.), Mitchell, Hollins, Teller, Blaine, in tnat paper. He said ho receiveda portion of Federal Government. Referred to the Tel- Cotton ..........................
9^(5 994
ler Committee..... Mr. Harris, from the relect Flour— Superfine ..................
3 20 (5 3 50
the Federal election lawa They were taken to Chaffee, Hamlin, Kellogg, Paddock, Sargent, th„m from William E. Chasdlorand a portion
bill to
Wheat-No. 2 .....................1 02 @1 (19^
New Orlei ns and held for trial in bonds of Edmunds, Ingalls. Sharon, Dorsey, and Came- , ® CongressmanHtscock. Before thej were ) prevent the introductionof contagious or infectious Corn— WesternMixed .............. 45 (5 48V
ron (Pa.). The Democrats voted largely in deciphered,he publishededitorials on the sub- (liHeaMU*
$3,000 each.
“ -------- into
-----the lilted Staten,
-------.
and to cHtablinh a Oat* — Mixed ....................... 30
31 '
favor of confirmation—Barnum, McPherson,
of Public Health. .. .Die Senate had a Ryk— Western ...................... 66 (3 60)..,
Herman, Frederick,
Arthur Cockrell, Eaten, McDonald. Garland and Voor- ject, with a view to inducingsome one to come Bureau
forward with a key to the cipher,but, that lively and interestingexecutive Mesaion. the New PORK-Mess .......................
8 50 §10 50
Heinrich,three brothers, aged respectively 16, hees (seven) being tin only Democrats recorded failing, the copies wore attacked seriously. York Custom House nomination* form- Laud ..............................
6*„
as voting in the negative.
ing
the
bone
of
contention.
Mr.
ConkCHICAGO.
Messrs.Hazard and Grovenor did the entire
14, and 10, were drowned in the Ohio river,
ling
attacked
the
administration,
a
Bkevkh— Choice Graded Steers ..... 4 65 (5 5 25
work of translation.An AssociatedPress disnear Louisville, Ky., by tho overturning of a
two hours’ speech, which proved to be an effort by
FOREIGN.
Cows aud Heifer* .........2 25 0 S 25
patch drew attention to tho fact that tho cipher the side of which all previous speeches ot
skiff....For the first time since 1860 tho New
Medium to Fair ..........8 65 (5 4(0
used
was
an
old
mining
cipher,
and
was
taken
hi* life in the directionof blttenieHH are de
Orleans mint is coining money.
In consequenceof the arrival at LivHoa* ..........
2 00 & SHI
'rora tho “ Household Dictionary. ” Tho Trib- dared by good judges to sink into Insignificance, Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex.... 4 75 @5 10
erpool of a cargo of cattle Infected with incip- une experts then procured this dictionary, and
WASHINGTON.
and were made to appear sh the very
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 3 75 <5 4 25
85 C‘5
86
It is announced from Washington ient pleuro-pneumonia,from Canada, the Brit- tho cipher was plain. Tho witness mot Gov. Til- essence of mildno** and auavity. Mr. Wurat— Nc. 2 Hpring ..............H5
den aooui
ucn
about roe
the umo
time mo
tho publicationor
of roe
the dtsdts- Edmund*, in a mild speech, opposed the reNo. HSpriug ..........
70 ®
71
that hereafterinterest on Government bonds ish Government has prohibited tho importation patches commencedaud told him they wore both80 <3
81
Den. Arthur. Messrs. Howe, Corn— No. 2 ...................
of
cattle from Amorica....Propositions
19 (3
20
Gath— No. 2 ...................
Rn.‘_1 KJ*rnan.»>?° opposed the removal
will be paid in gold, when demanded, at the are before both houses of the French Parlia- erod by those ciphers, and lie ought to
44V,
43 (3
Ur*— No. f 2 ....................
various sub-treasuriesin the countrv. ment for full amnesty to all the Communists. . them Vie key. Tilden replied iu the same joett
Bablxy— No. 2 ................
83
K4
....At
Cabinet meeting, tho other In Germany, the oppositionto a protective lar way, and sulisoquontly, at Saratoga, said he debate the roll was called,ami Gen. Merritt wiw BurraK— Choice Creamery .........24 (3 28
day, the Arrears of Pension bill was tariff is rapidly increasingin numbers and did not know anything about the ciphers,
a . and
t.- , confirmedas Collector of Custom* at New York E(*o»— Fresh ................
23
24
the principal subject uuder consideration. ppwer....lCev.Hugh MoNeill, Dean of Ripon, did not behove any had been deliveredat his I by 33 yea* to 24 nay*, and 8ila* W. Burt was cou Pork— Me** .......................7 (k'
0*'
house. Retd understoodhim to mean that he i firmed u* Naval Officer by 81 yea* to 18 nay*.
.aud ............................
SecretaryShorman thoughtthe law inoperative,
fix® fikt
dead.... The great Russian fair of
MILWAUKEE.
and that the framers of it have been so careless Simbirsk has been postponedon account of the did not oven read the telegramsthen being pul'
House.— Mr. Cutler Introduceda bill approprilished.
'
91
Wheat—
No.
1 ...................
90)9
that it will not be possible to pay anv money plague. . .In Franco there is talk of constructating $100,000,000for the payment of arrearages of
F5
No. 2 ...................
£6
under it This appArs to be tho opinionof ing a telegraph line across the Desert of BaThe Potter Committee,at its meet- peitHloii*.The name subject was tironght before Corn— No. 2 ..................... 29 <3 SO
the aocotinting officersof the treasury, who are hai*.
19 i3
20
ing on the 81 st inst, conducted the proceedings the Home on a motion to suspend the rule*, and Oats— No. 2 .............. .......
the only persons who can pww upon the ques42 (3
43
The conflict between Marshal Mac- in secret No witnesses were examined. A re- pas* a bill introduced by Mr. Burcbard. of Illiuoi*, Rye-No. 1 ...................... 76
tion. The subjectwas referred to the Attorney
& 77
authorizing the i**ue of 4-per cent, bond* to the Barley— No. 8 ...................
Mahon, Presidentof France, and tho Republi- solution was adopted that a committee of five amount of $40.1X 0, (kit to pay the claimant*under
HT. LOUIS.
General
93
94
sent to New York to take testimony. Messrs. the Arrears of Pension act. Defeated— two-third* Wheat— No. 8 Rod Fall ..........
The excess of exports over imports cans of the Assembly has ended m the resigna- i>e
Corn— Mixed .................... 30 & 81
failingto vote in the affirmative.
McMahon,
fltengor,
Springer,
Cox,
and
Hiscock
tion of the former, together with his entire
22
Oats— No. 2 ...................... 21
for December, 1878, were $35,128,000;for the
were designatedas the committee. '
Tuesday, Feb. 4.— Senate— Mr. Cameron Rye ............................. 42 & 48
Cabinet. The refusal of MacMahon to accede
year 1878, $3W, 542, 000.
(Wi*.), from the Committee on Privilegesand Ejec- Pork— Me** ..................... 9 60 (3 9 65
to the demands of the Republican leaders for
THE BLAINE INVESTIGATION.
Lard ............................
•Vf
Lieut. Commander Kells, of tho pertain changes of army commanderswas the
tion*, Hubmitted a majorityreport, signed by the
DETROIT.
AT CHARLESTON,8. C.
immediate
cause
of
his
resignation,
though
tho
Republican
memlier*.
decluring
David
T.
Corbin
United States navy, who, during the political
FLOUR-Whlte .....................4 40 @ 4 75
recent elections were a hint to him that he was
The* witnoeuea examined
tho duly elected Kenator from South Carolina, and duly Whkat-No. 1 White ............... 94 <5 95
excitementin Louisiana, wrote an insulting let- not wanted any loager. The two chambers of
entitledto a seat. Mr. Hill, from the Hame comNo. 1 Amber .............. 92 (5 94
ter to SenatorKellogg, of that State, has been the AssemblyImmediately assembled in joint Teller committee on tho 29th ult. gave testimony mittee, submitteda minority report, signed by the Corn— No. 1 ............. ......... 34 (5 35
sentenced by court-martialto dbmiiiiml from congress, and elected M. Grery as the successor similar iu many respects to that previously Democraticmembers, in favor of the incumbent, Oats— Mixed ..... ................23 (5 84
the servioe.
of MacMahon, and he was accordinglypro- given. Two Republicanstestified that George- M. C. Butler. Both report* were ordered Barley (per cental) ................ 1 00 § 3 90
9 25 @ 9 50
President of tho French republic for town county was given to the Democratsby printed, and placed on the calendar....Mr. Coke PoRR-Mes*
spoke at length In favor of constructing a railroad
A Washington dispatchsays it is the claimed
CINCINNATI.
the term of seven years.
throwing out Republican voters on account of In Texas to the Rio Grande, after which considera- Wheat -Red ...................
90
96
general opinion among lawyers familiar with
Gambetta has been elected Presi- alleged informalities. R. Smith, a colored tion waa resumed of the resolutions of Mr. Ed- Corn ........................... at (?9 88
the subject that the Arlington ejectmentsuit,
Democrat, was positive that over 8,01)0 colored munds, declaring the validity of the Thirteenth, Oat* ............................ 34
86
dent of the French Chamber of Deputies,remen in Charlestonvoted tho Democratic ticket Fourteenth and Fifteenthamendment*,and Rye ................. ...........
61 <<$ 58
which the United States District Court has just
speeches
were
made
pro
and
con
by
Mean.
EdPork— Me** .................... 9 75 (310 00
determined in favor of the Lees, will also be ceiving 314 votes, out of a total of 405,. ...A at the late election.Tills closed the inyestiga mund* and Bayard.
I. a «n ...........
..........
6)6
decided by tho United States Supreme Court, to dispatch from St Petersburg says the Czar of tion at Charleston, and the committee left for
TOLEDO.
House — The House devoted the day, in commitwhich it has been appealed, in their favor.
Russia has ordered the burning of Wetlianka Washington.
Wheat—
No. 1 Wbite.^ ......
95
96
and other'villages where the plague has broken
No. 2 Red ................
94
The Teller Committee yeaumed its tee of the whole, upon tho /Army Appropriation
96
The Army Reorganization bill was out,
together with all the furmture in thorn, and
bill. Several preposition* fora reduction of tho Corn .............................. iO <01 88
sittings
at
Washington,
last
week.
E.
W.
suddenly and effectually disposed of in the the removal of inhabitants to healthy placet .....
army were made and voted down.. ..An evening Oat*— No .........................
81
23
House of Represontstiveslast week, much to A St Petersburg dispatoh says the Ameer of Msckay, defeated Republicancandidate for aesslon,for consideration of the Missiaaippi Levee
E\flT LIBERTY, PA.
bill,
waa
held.
Afghanistan has arrivedon the Russian ron- Congress in South Carolina, was the first
CATTLft-BMt ......................
4 75 0500
the consternationof its friends. The House
tier. His followers were disarmed. The Kus......................
J'O 04 40
witness.
H*
testified
that
the
Republicans
did not take a direct vote on the bill, but indi- sian authorities endeavored to persuade him
Common .................8 25 <38 75
It
is asserted that woman can bear
*er®i
m
numerous
ways,
prevented
from
havcated unmistakably that should it erer reach a that It would be useless to go to St PetersHoo« ..............................
2
4 10
ing a full and free vote in Charleston county, want of sleep better that man.
Sheep .............................
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THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.
Letter from

as the National or State Guard, as the

Oar Regular Correspondent.

Washington, Feb. 1, 1879.
THE CIPHER TELEGRAMS.
The

secret of those cipher telegrams,

about which there has been so
talk these last few

months—

much

or, rather,

the secret as to how tliey were procured

and made public — has at
It is a

last

come

out.

simple story, and, briefly told, is

about as follows : The originals were de-

State may prescribe, and the inactive,to
be known as the reserve militia. The
bill proposes to appropriate$1,000,000
for the purpose of providing arms, ammunition and other ordinary and Quartermaster’s stores for the active militia.
THE CHINESE EVIL.
The House of Representatives has
passed the bill, reported from the Committee on Education and Labor, to restrict the immigration of Chinese to the
United States. Briefly stated, it provides that no master of a vessel owned
in the United States shall take on board
at any point in China or elsewhere more
than fifteen Chinese passengers,with
intent to bring them within the United
States. Violation of this provision is
made a misdemeanor, punishable by a
fine of $100 for each passenger and imprisonment for six months. The master of the vessel is required, under like
penalties,to report on his arrival a
sworn list of all Chinese passengers.
The report from the committee on
this bill was unanimous. It sets forth
that the evils of Chinese immigration
are fully recognized on the Pacific
slope, and have been for many years.
“Welcomed at first,”the report says,
“as a meager addition to society and a
valuable ally in the development of the
material resources of their new home,
the Chinese, by their sordid, clannish,
immoral and non-amalgamatinghabits,
within a very short time reversed the
judgment in their favor and came to be
regarded as a standing menace to the
social and political institutions of the
eountrv.”

LETTER FROM THE STATE CAPITAL. upon matters pertairing to
Summary

'

Company

to

the

Senate Committee on Privileges and
Elections, of which Senator Morton was
Chairman. When the committee were through with them— there

at that time

was

a

large trunk full of the cabalisticmes-

sages— they were dumped back into the
trunk, retnrned to the Telegraph
ny,

shipped off

to

Compa-

New York, and burned.

It was supposed by the

telegraph

people that all the dispatches relating

to the Presidential election were reto ashes. There was at least one
person, however, that was wiser than

duced

the telegraphcompany, namely, George
E. Bullock,clerk of the Senate Committee on Privileges and Elections, and
now Consul to Colognej It appears
that Bullock sorted out all the suspicious-looking Democratic dispatches
and preserved them. Just before his
departure for foreign lands Bullock
turned them over to James L. Evans,
an Indiana Republicanpolitician, with
the remark that they’might prove useful to the Republican party. Evans
turned them over to J. W. Brady, Assistant Postmaster General, and he
turned them over to William E. Chandler after trying in vain to decipher
them. Chandler carried the originals to
the office of Ben Butler, and, while
that gentleman’sback was turned,
quietly laid them on his desk. Copies
of them, in the meantime, had been

made and forwarded by Chandler to
Whitelaw Reid, of New York. Reid
placed two experts, Hazard and Grosvenor, at w<fk upon them. They wrestled

with the matter for weeks without making any progress toward deciphering
them. Finally they came across an old
mining cipher printed in *the Household Dictionary,”and the work henceforth was as “easy as rolling off a
log.”

And

this is the story of

how

the

Dem-

ocratic ciphers were given to the world,

while the Republican dispatches were
consigned to the flames and eternal oblivion.

THE NEW PENSION BILL.

At a Cabinet meeting, this week,
there was an extended legal discussion
with reference to the construction to be placed upon . portions
of the Pension Arrearages bill. It is a
matter of great importance as to when
the payment of arrearages begins,
whether on the date of the discharge of
the pensioner from the Government
service or at the period at which the
disability commenced. After considerable debate on this topic the matter was
left for the opinion of the Attorney
General.

of witnesses, he

had been

on
a

1879.
lost

ing in the House, oh

Wednesday,known

as the

WILLIAMS MEMORIAL EXERCISES.
Gov. Croswell presided, assisted by
Lieut. Gov. Sessionsand Speaker Rich.

Among

the distinguished men present

were the Judges of the Supreme Court,
the State

officers,

ex-Gov. Bagley, Hon.

is a

humbug and

G. W. H.

G. V. N. Lothrop and others.

The committeeson the

part of both

houses, consistingof Senators Palmer
and Duffield, and RepresentativesCottrell,

a delusion.

Allen and Jackson, through Mr.

Cottrell, reported a series of resolutions,

MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.

charter of East Saginaw; by Mr. Cheney, for the
reliefof the State treasnry by the collectionand
payment of certain assessments on logs and
timber floatedin the rivers and waters of Michigan ; by Mr. Turck, authorizingthe election of

Town Drain Commissioners and empowering
Tuesday, Jan. D8. -Senate. —Bills pasacHl: thorn to locate,establish and oonstmot ditches,
To providefor the caro and preservationof drains and water-courses;by Mr. Cheney, to
amend the act of incorporation of the village of
estates of persons missing or absent and supRockford; by Mr, J. Strong, relative to Conntv
posed

to bo dead; to authorizel>oards of health
cities, villages and townships to furnish
vaccination to inhabitants thereof ____ Joint
resolutions wore passed: Asking Congress for
an appropriationfor the improvement of the
channel of I-oko Ht. Clair, at the month of
Clinton river, and for dredging of the

which were unanimouslyadopted by

a contractor in

Court of Claims modified their
far as to reverse their decis-

ion and kick the claim out of court.
Of course Mitchell’snext step was to
make a raid on Congress. After a series
of spicy debates the question was decided adverselyby the Senate, by the
decisive vote of seventeen yeas to thirty

nays. The unusual prominencegiven
to these war claims in the House of late
has induced Senator Edmunds, of Vermont, to propose an amendment to the
constitutionprohibitingthe payment of
claims to disloyalpersons. It reads as
:

Art. 16. No claim against the United States
shall over hereafter .he snatainedor allowed by
Congress,or any department, officer, or court
of the United Staten, or money paid by the
United States or from their funds, whether an
damages, compensation,or otherwise, from or
on account of any property, real, personal, or
mixed, taken, used, injured, or destroyed by
the United States troops, or by or through any
officer,civil or military, or other person acting
or professingto act under or by authority of
the United States, or of their enemies,or taken,
used, Injured, or destroyed from any other
cause whateverduring the existenceof the
late insurrection or rebellion against the
Governmentof the United States, unless the
owner thereof (and in case of any corporation
its governing authority and management) was
during all the time of such insurrection or rebellion loyal in fact to the Government of the
United States, and gave neither aid nor
encouragementto the enemy. No pension,
bounty, grant, pecuniary indemnity,or pecuniary benefit shall ever be riven or providedfor,
by or under authority of Congress or any State
for or on account of any military or other service performed or injury^suffered in hostilityto
the Government of the United States. No pardon or amnesty, past or future, shall have any
effect to take any person,case, or claim out of
the purriew of tms article.
THE BRAVE MILITIA.

a

in

A

Mr.

were

.

number many.

Confederate army with pork, beef,
and other sinews. Thereupon the

follows

1,

Superintendentsof Poor; by Mr. StanchflelJ,
relative to public roads through orchards; by
Mr. Littell, to open the Agricultural CoUegoand
all educational institutionsof the State for the
rising vote.
educationof females; by Mr. Turck, relative
Senator Palmer read a letter irom
to fraudulentand part-paid shares of the stock
Gen. W. T. Sherman, warmly commend- channel of said river; to aid in securing of railroadcompanies: by Mr. Estabrook,to
regulate the responsibility of insuranceagents \
ing the life, character,and public acts homesteadriehts to settlors upon certain so- doing businessiu Michigan; by Mr. Estabrook,
called railroad lands in the counties of Allegan,
to protect owners of property upon the waters
of the late Gen. A. S. Williams.
Ionia, Kent, Muskegon, and Ottawa. .. .Bills
of Lake Michigan and the banks and shores
introduced
:
To
provide
a
remedy
against
perMr. Palmer then addressedthe conthereof.
sons selling liquors to husbands or children in
Friday, Jan. 31.— Senate.—
bill was
vention in favor of the adoption of the certain cases; by Mr. Duffield, relative to the
prohibition of the taxation, assessmentand col- passed to amend the law relative to foreclosure
resolutions.
lection of illegalfees by county officers and to of mortgage by advertisement... .Bills introAmong others who addressed the con- punish the violation thereof by proceedingsin duced: By Mr. Weir, to amend tholaws governthe Circuit Courts; by Mr. Hewitt, relative to
vention,extolling the dead hero, were the rate of interest on money ; also, to amend ing courts hold by Justices of the Peace*
by Mr. Shoemaker, to amend the law for the
RepresentativeMoore, Senators Brown, an act relatingto interest upon installments
incorporationof mutual fire insurance comfalling
due
on
written
contracts.
..
.A
petition
Hodge and Duffield, RepresentativesS.
panies; by Mr. Farr, to providefor taking apfrom the Eaton county Supervisors was re- peals in Justices’ courts.
W. Hopkins, Campbell and Allen.
ceived,asking for the passage of a bill to preHouse.— Bills wore introduced,as follows:
Hon. G. Y. N. Lothrop, of Dettoit, vent double assessments.
THE LABOR PROBLEM.
was called out and spoke eloquentlyand
By Mr. Hall, to make an appropriationfor the
House.— Bills passed: Relative to duties of
Senator David Davis, of Illinois, has feelingly of the many noble traits of
Agricultural College; by Mr. Baldwin, to
County Clerks and County Treasurers; incorpresented in the Senate a memorial of characterpossessed by the deceased.
amend the law relativeto the size of packing
poratingthe villages of Petoskey and Isbpem- barrels for fruits and vegetables; ny Mr.
more than ordinary importance. The
Mayor Langdon, of Detroit, alluded ing — Bills introduced: By Mr. McCormick, Mosher, to regulate the sale or Inmemorial is signed by 3,190 persons to the effort being made to raise money relative to appeals from judgments of Justices toxicating
liquors; by Mr. Henderson,
from a number of States, ranging all to erect a momrtnent in honor of Gen. of the Peace uy persons convictedin criminal to amend the law relativeto divorce
the way from Massachusetts to Texas Williams. He asked the co-operation cases; by Mr. Jackson,authorizingthe town- from bed and board: by Mr. McGurok,to orand recites that the labor question is of all the friends of the dead hero ship of Hault 8te. Marie, iu Chippewa county, ganize the county of Custer; by Mr. Holt, to
to borrow money to pay any judgments apainst protect the owners of logs, lumber and timber
one which involves the happinessor throughout the State.
said township, and to bond the township for II oating in or lying on the banks of the waters
payment of highway indebtedness;by Mr. 8hatmisery of millions of the people of this
MARQUETTE AND MACKINAC RAILROAD. tuck, for the appointmentof Commissioners and of this State; joint resolution authorizing
the Board of Auditors to issue land scrip in
country, and asks that Congress take
of Lumber, and to define their duties; lieu of outstanding internal improvement
s^me action in collecting statistics A bill extendingfor two years the Inspectors
by Mr. Cutchoon, relative to summonses from warrants ; by Mr. G. H. Hopkins, to
the subject.*
Davis made time for building the Marquetteand Justices’ courts; by Mr. Young, for incorpora authorize the Governor to cause an
Mackinac
railroad, after a sharp discus- tion of Scandinavian societies: by Mr. Moore,
few remarks in favor of the
annual iuspoctionof the MichiganAcademy,
subject of the memorial. Ho said sion in the House, was passed last for the establishmentof wills during the life of commission its officers,and appoint ita gradutestators; by Mr. Moulton,relativeto judgments ates brevet Second Lieutenants in the State
the people
justly indignant Wednesday.
of Justices of the Peace, and oilier officers;by militia....Bills passed: House bill to restore
Mr.
Thomson,
of
Sanilac,
moved
to
that Congress should expend money to
Mr. Moulton, for the enlistment, organization, to market certain swamp lauds in Gratiot counascertain the condition of foreign trade strike out all after the enacting clause. equipment and mustering into the State service ty; House bill to amend the law relativeto
and bestow no attention upon the con- He said the grant of land was ample to of a military company at Grand Rapids; by Mr. highway officers;House bill relative to the salbuild the road, yet nothing had been Moulton, relativeto appeals from Justices’ aries of county officers. . .The Legislature addition of trade at home. He thought
courts; by Mr. Moultont relative to dockets of
done upon it for two years past. The Justices of Peace in criminal and quasi-criminal journed to-day till the 10th, in order that the
the accumulation of statisticsupon the
iiegislativecommittees might have an opporlands were being kept out of market, cases; by Mr. Bowen, for an appropriationfor tunity to visit the various State institutions.
subject was of the utmost importance,
the
support
of
the
State
Reform
School
for
and that the man or set of men who and their settlementwas rendered im- 1879 and 1880; by Mr. Bowen, for an apwould do anything to solve this great possible. He conceded that the road propriation for a chapel, now cottage or wing, adHryant’g Heroism In Exerdse.
question of the status of labor would was an important one to the people of ditional dormitory accommodations:by Mr.
Mr. Bigelow meeting Mr. Bryant, the
become immortal. The memorial was both peninsulas. He thought, however, Goebel, for railroad from Detroit to some point
that the State ought to have some guar- on Lake St Clair : by Mr. Moulton, relative to poet, after several years of separation,
referred to an appropriatecommittee.
fees of Justices of the Peace and constables;by congratulatedhim on his robust health,
antee that the road would be speedily
THE INDIAN QUESTION.
Mr. Sawyer,providingfor salaries of State offiand asked his secret. Mr. Bigelow gives
The Cabinet has been giving consid- put through. With a still farther ex- oora ____ The usual flood of keroseneoil and doer
petitions poured in.... A remonstrance was his answer in the followingparagraphs :
tension
of
the
time,
and
the
improved
erable attention,lately, to the knotty
made against the passage of the Senate bill proHo replied that he did not know that
Indian problem. The crossing into this condition of things, he hoped to see the viding that the Probate J udges of Ingham county
there wag any secret about it, but he
road
completed.
country of Sitting Bull and a number
have power to appoint a ProbateRegister ... .
Mr. Young alluded to the importance RepresentativeGould introduced a resolution supposed he owed much of his health
of his people seems to have created no
of the road to the people of the State. to prohibit card playing in the committee to a habit formed in early life, of devotlittle uneasiness, and the opinion is not
rooms, postoffice,cloak room, etc., of the Cap- ing the first hour and a half or two
withheld in official circles that the re- The matter had been pretty thoroughly itol. Quite an interesting debate arose. Tno
hours after leaving his bed in the mornappearanceof these savages on United canvassed in the House, and ho hoped matter was indefinitelypostponed .... A resoluing to moderate gymnastic exercise, after
the
members
would
act
intelligently
tion
was
introduced
to
properly
investigate
the
States territory suggests trouble in the
charges
brought
against
W.
S.
George
A
Co.,
which he took a bath, and a light breakspring, and means are already being and promptly.
State Printers, to the effect that they use a pe- fast, consisting usually of milk, with
Mr.
Campbell
strongly
urged
the
taken to meet the grave emergency.
culiar stylo of type which increases the cost of
some kind of cereal food and fruit, but
passage of the bill.
printing to the’ State by 8 per cent ; also that
Mr. Moore thought the bill should be that firm have procured their contract with the no meat.
The Terrible Black Death.
At dinner he ate pretty much what
disposed of now, so that action could be State by bribingother contractorsto withdraw

the South during the war, furnishing the

opinions so

Lansing, Feb.

week, in this city, was the large gather-

Some very remarkable statements
THE MITCHELL WAR CLAIM.
are made by the Austrian press in reWarren Mitchell,of Louisville, Ky., gard to the disease ravaging the Volga
has for several years been prosecuting valley in Russia. Ninety per cent, of
a claim for $128,000, to reimburse him the persons attacked by the plague
for cotton seized by the Federal troops have died. It has decimated Astrain Georgia, during the last days of the khan, and the survivers have fled in
Rebellion. The Court of Claims once all directions, carrying the disease with
decided favorably on this claim, and them. It has traveled rapidly westMitchellwas just about to get posses- ward, and appeared within a short dission of the money, when information tance of Moscow. There is danger
came to the members of the Court that, that it will pass the limits of the emso far from the plaintiff being a loyal pire, and appear in Austria and Gercitizen,as he had proved by any

Week's LegislativeWork.

The most important event of the

-

livered by the Telegraph

of a

pigeons certain school districts,which provides that any
deer and elk. Many pigeons and a large election heretoforeheld in anv other manner
than by ballot is legal and valid; making an apnumber of deer are annually transport- propriationfor the State Reform School to
ed from Michigan. If the slaughter cover the deficiencyin expenses for the year
goes on, the number of these birds and 1878, which appropriatts#2,102.51; to incornoble deer will continue to 44 grow small porate the villageof Marcellos..... A joint
resolution was pawed to amend section
by degrees and beautifully leas.”
I of article 14 of the constitutionof the
State, relative to specific real estate taxes....
THE LONG RECESS.
The Legislaturenow takes’its accus- Bills introduced: By Mr. Campbell, relative to
courts in chancery; by Mr. White, relative to
tomed long vacation, to enable the com- payment of expenses of Circuit Judges; by Mr.
mittees to visit the State institutions. Campbell, relative to insurance; by Mr. Ward,
Whether this is wise or not, people will relativeto observanceof the first day of the week ;
hold opposite views thereon. My own by Mr. Henderson, amending the law relative to
inn and hotel keepers; by air. Goebel, relative
opinion is that the practice is not wise to actions against railroad companies for neglior necessary.A “ cut and dried ” visit gence; by Mr. Eastbrook, amending the city

An exchange says
“ This is the same disease which, in
the fourteenth century, desolated the
globe, and gets its name from the black
spots, symptomatic of a putrid decomposition, that show themselves at
one of its stages on the skin of the
sufferer. It is thought to have its
origin in China in 1333, some fifteen
years before its outbreak in Europe,
and it raged for fifteen years, while
drought, famines, floods, earthquakes
that swallowed towns and mountains,
and swarms of locusts spread destruc-

bids.

other people ate. His evening meal,
Wednesday, Jan. 29.— Senate.— Bills intro- when he did not dine late, was much the
duced : By Mr. Conant, to amend an act for the same as his breakfast. He drank sparincorporation of associationsfor yachting, ingly of anything stronger than wa^er.
hunting,etc. ; by Mr. Chamberlain, io amend
Ho avoided all condiments. Reused
act providing for the disposition of funds deMr. Thomson finally withdrew his rived from the sale of intoxicating liquors; by neither tea nor coffee,and held tobacco
motion to strike out all after the enact- Mr. Ambler, to amend act on courts held by in abhorrence.
Justices of the Peace; by Mr. Billings to amend
Ho rarely allowed himself
out of
ing clause, and the bill was agreed to, au act to provide for the exercise by religious
bed after 10 at night, or in bed after 5
and, subsequently,passed.
societies of corporate powers for certain purtaken under it.
Mr. McNabb stoutly opposed the bill.
A thousand men, he said, each with a
farm of 160 acres, are better than 1,000
miles of railroad.

to

INDEMNITY TO INNOCENT PRISONERS.

poses.

Mr. Willett has introduced a bill
the House, which should have been a
law long ago, as it is but simple justice
between man and man. It provides
that whenever any person, by false
swearing, mistaken identity, or other
causes, is convicted of crime, confined
in the State prison at#Jackson, and afterward pardoned by the Governor on
evidence establishinghis or her innocence, such person shall have a claim on
the State for compensation at the rate
of $1 for each and every day falsely imprisoned. The claim shall be made at
the court where the conviction was
made, and the person shall produce a

tion of Kalamazoo to hold property, real and

personal;by Mr. Ward, relative to graded and
nigh schools;by Mr. Palmer, to amend law for
incorporatingcompanies for mining, smelting,
and manufacturing iron, copper, silver, mineral
coal, and other ores; by Mr. Hill, to prevent tramping and vagrancy; by Mr. Donnelly, for taking private property for public use
and opening streets and alleys hi citiesand villages; by Mr. Donuelly.toanthorizo
formation of
gas-light companies ; by Mr. Willet,for compensating persons who may hereaftersuffer raise
imprisonment in the State prisons at Jackson or
Ionia ; by Mr. Donnelly,to amend the act relative to incorporationof mutual fire-insurance
companies ..... Bills passed: Mr. Griffey’s bill
to extend the time two years for the construction of a railroad from the Straits of Mackinaw
to Marquette harbor, which appropriates sixI certificateof the Warden, showing how
tion everywhere. During the same
teen sectionsof swamp land per mile to any
' many days he or she was deprived of
railroad company that shall construct and comperiod Europe had ns many abnormal
liberty in the prison.
plete such railroad in running order before
conditions as the East. The order of
christiancy’s resignation,
Doc. 31, 1881 ; to amend the law relative to
nature appeared to be reversed. The
so near at hand probably,has caused Boards of Health in cities and villages;to
seasons at various times were inversed ;
quite a flutter among the Republican amend the act to provide for the organization,
regulation and managementof the asylums for
thunderstormswere frequent in mid
politicians in the Legislatureand the insane, and effectually to provide for the
winter, and volcanoes, long considered
throughout the State. As I write, the caro, maintenance and recoveryof the insane.
extinct, burst forth afresh. The theory
Senator has most likely reached his
Joint Session.— Both branches of the Legisis that the extraordinaryactivity of the
home in this city. As is well known, lature assembled this afternoonin Representaearth, accompanied by the decomposialthough far advanced in years, he has tives Hall to unite in doing honor to the
tion of vast organic masses— myriads of
a young and fashionablewife. A few memory of CongressmanA. 8. Williams, relocusts, brutes, and bodies of human
years since, he erected a fine residence cently deceased. All State officialsand many
beings— produced some change in the
prominent men from Detroit were present
Lansing. But just
the
Eulogistic resolutions were drafted by a joint
air inimical to life. Some writers say
question
politicians committee,and road in an impreesivemanner
that the impure air was actually visible
is, 14
shall succeed Christiancyas by Representative Cottrell Short laudatory
as it approached with its burden of
United States Senator?” With the speecheswore also made by different members.
:

in the morning. To

these habits

now

in

among the

Trotting Horses— The 2:20 Class

The

contagion.

How to Bay a Horse.
The Rural New Yorker snvs : “An
intending purchaser should have the
horse brought out before him, and
watch the animal as he stands at rest.
If the owner is continuallystarting the

horse into motion, and urging him to
4 show off,’ something may be suspected,
because it is when the horse is at perfect
rest that his weak points are divulged.
If the horse be souid he will ‘Stand
Senator Ferry, of Michigan, has square on his limbs, without moving
offered in the Senate a new National any one of them, the feet being placed
Militia bill. It provides that all able- flat upon the ground, and all his legs
bodied male citizens between the ages plumb and naturally posed. If one foot
of 18 and 45 years, within the respective be thrown forward, and the toe pointing
States and Territories, except such as to the ground, and the heel raised; or,
may be exempt by law^hall constitute the if the foot be lifted from the ground,
militia. The militia are to be divided and the weight taken from it, disease or
into two classes— the active,to be known tenderness may be suspected.”

>

nn mbetter by

following table showing the

ber of heats trotted in 2 :80 or
horses having a record of 2 :20 or le *b
was compiled by Wallace's Monthly’f
and will bo found valuable for reference;
KM Albemarle

28
88
Hopeful .............. 87 Geo. Palmer .......... 32
Lula .................W> Ilium In ............... 2t
HmuffRler ............. 44 Come® ................71
Lucille Oolddust ...... in’.Croxie ................16
American Girl ........ KMi Proteluo .............. 45
Occident .............. 26 Uodine ................ 66
Olohtcr ............... 89.Tnoa. L. Young ....... 24
Dexter ................HljEdward
......... 20
Red Cloud ............ 46 Flora Temple ........ 99
Nettie ................61 Camora ............... PA
Judge Fullerton...... 104 Adelaide .............. 61
Great Kaatern ......... 30 MambrinoGift ....... 17
Edwin Forrest........ S' Fleoty Oolddust ...... 12
Lady Thorn .......... 106 May Queen ........... 26
Lady Maud ........... 88 Frank ................15
Lucy .................62 Little Fred ............ 54
Midnight ............. 9 Proapero
...... 8
Slow Go ..............28 Nancy Hackett ........ 7
Col. Lewis ............ 18 John H ............... 72
...... 20
Amy B ................ 12 Bonesetter
Colette ............... 68l
ItaniH.... .............

Goldsmith Maid

............

...... 8i2,Dirk Hwiveller.........

....

.

Enforced 8Uence for Twenty Tears.

There has jnst died in this county a
lady who, at the age of 16 years, from
some cause or

other, stopped the use of
her tongne, and, antil just before her
death, twenty years after, she was never
Thursday, Jan. 30.— Senate.— Bills were known to uttor a word. As her last
Republican politicians Chandler is still
strong and popular, although,as was the passed: To amend the law relating to churches hours were drawing near, she sent for
case four years ago, some members of and religious societies;to amend the law relat- some of her friends and dictated herwiU
the Legislature, among his own party, ing to foreclosureof mortgages by advertise- in a manner that proved her sound in
ment; to amend the act prescribingproceedings
can not be induced to support him. against debtors by attachment.,.. Bills intro- mind and fluent in language. She
Ex. Gov. Bagley, of Detroit, has many duced: By Mr. Weir, to change the com- spoke of many things tlmt occurred in
political friends, who would be glad to mencement of the fiscal year of the city of De- the country during her apparent dumbtroit from the 1st day o? February to the 1st ness, but gave no reason for her strange
see him in the Senate. It is underday of July, and to anthorize the Common
stood here that Judge Christiancy’s Connell to provide means to maintain the conduct An attempt was made to
City Governmentduring the interm occasioned break her will on the ground of insanity,
resignationtakes effect March 2.
by such change: by Mr. Cochrane, to amend but it failed.— Og/ef/iorpe(Ga.) Echo.
THE INVESTIGATIONS.
the act establishing the Detroit flonse
The joint committees on the Insane of Correctionand authorizingthe confinement
It is said that the future Prince of
Asylum at Kalamazoo will resume of convictedpersons therein; by Mr. Moore, to Bulgaria is likely to be Price Louis of
their labors in that village next Tues- incorporate the village of Riageway in the
Battenberg,the son of Prince Alexanday. They have been authorizedto county of Macomb; by Mr. Conant,to amend
the law relating to courts held by Justices of der of Hesse, who is on Austrian cavalry
send for persons and papers, and they the Peace; also to amend the compiled laws of
general and honorary colonel of the
will have a stenographer to aid in tak- 1871 relating to replevinof beasts distrained;
Eighth Russiaq Hussars. Prince Lonia
by
Mr.
Hine,
to
prevent
the
infection
of
footing testimony.
rot among sheep; by Mr. Ambler, to amend is now serving in the British navy, and
The committee appointed to investi- the act governing courts held by Justioes of the
is an intimate friend of the Duke of
gate the State printing make very slow Peace.
Edinburg^
progress, having done little or nothing
House.— Bills were passed: To anthorize the
up to this date.
The distress among the poor in Halivillage of An Sable to borrow money to be used
GAME LAWS.
in constmetionof a bridge, and to issue bonds fax is considered greater than it has
There has been considerable debate therefor; to legalize the electionof officers of been for many years past

Who

death. The plague owed its extension almost wholly to infection and

and

House.— Bills were introduced:By Mr. Par- regimen he said he attributed in a great
in
sons, authorizingthe Ladies’ Library Associa- measure his exceptionallygood health.

_

_

i

_

Poverty and Suffering,

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, February

1879.

8,

did them no good. I was completely
discouraged,until one year ago, by the
advice of my pastor, I procured Hop Bitters and cominenced their use, and in one
Anyone sending ns ton new subscrib- month we were all well, and none of us
ers, wltk the cash in mdvmnoe, will re- have seen a sick day since and 1 want to
ceive m a premium, a fine new Sewing say to all poor men, you can keep your
Machine.
families weli a year with Hop Bitters for
Anyone sending us twenty new sub- less than one doctor’s visit will cost— I
scribers, with the cash in advance, will know it.5’
A Workingman.
receive a Bickford Knitting Machine,

Now

Ttro SPLEXDID OFFERS.

which

the cost of

is

130.

_

A North German

journal, in

an

E.

article

Holland Soldiers'Union.

many. Thus, the

Anti-Socialist bill

An.

THE

CHEAP CASH STORE
J. HAF^RinSTO-TON'.,
AT-SO

leading France and the Liberals

too speedily to their

pointing to the present condition of Ger-

.

OF

Additional £ocal

The fourth annual meeting of the Holfate. This is proba- land Soldiers’ Union will be held at the
Common Council Rooms of the city of
bly an inspirationof Bismarck,with whom
Holland, on Wednesday evening, February
the wish is father to the thought. But 12th, A. D. 1870, at 7 o’clock.
W. H. JOSLIN; Pre».
the French journals might, with every
G. Van Scuelven, Sec'y.
show of justiceand consistency, retort by
is

R

A

P

the time to buy your Clothing cheaper than

is

-A.T

on the French crises, declares that radicalism

S AT

K

ever before offered in the State of Michigan

_

POLITICAL FEELING IN GERMANY.

ENB AO

RE

G

“I was dragged down wilh debt, poverty and suffering for years, caused by a sick
family and largo bills for doctoring, which

made

Boots and Shoes, Dry Goods and Groceries,
the best fifty cent Tea in the city, also, a large line of Sugars
and Coffees, a good article of French Colognes.

Great Reduction

in

kinds of Shingles for sale at

was

G.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

and Wood at Reasonable

Shingles, Lath, Lime, Salt,

passed on the 10th of October. In the

weeks the Government supAt G. Van Putten & Sons’ grocery store
pressed 199 clubs and 268 publications, you can purchase groceries just as cheap
and expelled 62 persons from the empire. as anywhere. Go and try it.
In all, 519 cases were passed upon, and
The most beautifulassortment of dothe judgments carried into execution in
mestic and imported Valentines can be

Prices.

ensuing ten

the space of seventy three days after the

enactment of the law. Thus the Govern- found
ment

is

w.

prosecutingpolitical criminals at

Drug Store of

at the

52-2

Will take nearly

D. R.

A very

MEENG’S.

all kinds of Produce in

New

fine stock of

day. Nor is this all.
Science in story is a great work for the
number «f Ultramon- young, and the secular and the religious
taine papers in Alsace-Lorraine,and press all over the country have spoken in
highest terms of it. It is humorous, inpreviously prosecuted men who had given
structive and just the tiling to give chilexpression to what are called “insults to dren a knowledge of themselves. Its aumajesty.” For instance,a Frankfort jour- thor is Dr. E. B. Foote, who wrote Medinal was heavily fined for publishinga cal Common Sense. Science in Story is in
five volumes, for $5, or in one compact
fable in which Bismarck was represented
volume tor $2. Sent postage prepaid on
Probate Order. 1
as a schoolmasterperpetually asking for
receipt of price. Evidences of Dr. Foote’s
new whips with which to beat his pupils success ns a writer and practitioneris STATE OF MICHIGAN, County of Ottawa, a*.
At a aeaaton of the Probate Court of the County
whom he could not govern. This was one mailed free. If you wish to consult Dr.
of Ottawa,holdcn at the Probate Office. In the
Foote, address letter to 120 Lexington
of the “insults to majesty.”
City of Grand Haven, In aaid County, on WednesAvenue, New York City. If you wish for
day the twenty-ninthday of January. In the year
So serious has become the coudition of any of his publicationsaddress Murray one thonsand'eighthundred and seventy-nine.
Present: Samuei. L. Tate, Judge of Probate.
affairs in Germany that all the Berlin Hill Publishing Company, 129 East 28th
In the matter of the estate of Cornelia Plugger,
street,
New
York
City.
journals, in their reviews of the history of
| deceased.

Exchange. Railroad ties Wanted.

Orleans Sugars.

the rate of seven per
It also suppressed a

WOOL AJiQ 'BUFFALO LIjUEQ BOOTS AT COST

CLOSE CUT S10CK.

10

CHEAP.

Clothes Pins by the Box, or dozen,

view

of

political, social and industrial affairs.

A-

the past year, take a very gloomy

most

raong the

$nv

Advertisements.

doleful iu its tone is the

KreuM Zsitung,a very conservative journal.

SPRING GOODS

After glancing at the unsolved questions

weighing on the Empire,— among others

the

marck’s financialpolicy and the Socialist

law. The

estate.

-

heirs at law of the ,aid deceased, and all other
persona Interested in said estate, are required
to appear at a sessionof said C«*urt, then to
he holdcn at the Probate Office, in Grand Haven, in said Comity, aud show cause, if any there
be, why the prayer of the petitioner should not he
granted: And it Is further ordered, that said petitioner give notice to the persons Interested in said
estate, of the pendency of said petition and the
hearing thereof, by causinga copy of this order to
be published in the -Hom.anu City News.” a
newspaper printed and clscnlated in said County]
of Ottawa,for three successive weeks previous to
said :’.ny of hearine.
A true copy, (Attest.)SAMUEL L. TATE,
Judge of Probate.

& A. STEKETEE.

P.

Kreuz Zeitingsays that the con-

[
;
i

sequence of things is universalinsecurity

e Calici
Calicoes and
large line of new Spring Style
eplendidlot of lilnghama, also

and discouteot; that a heavy burden of

That our special clubbing arrange-

ThereuponIt is ordered, that Monday,
the twenty- fourth day of February
at one o’clock in the afternoon,he assigned
for the hearing of said Petition and that the

i

Just received nt

Culturhimpf, school reform, Bis-

REMEMBER!

Uu reading and filing the petition duly ver fled,
of Marla Kauters, representing that said Cornelia
i Plngger. lately died in said County of Ottawa, intesI tate, leaving real estate In said County of Ottawa.
and praying among other things that this Court mav
| adjudicate and determine the heirs at law ol said
deceased,and who are now entitled to said real

ment with the CHICAGO

WEEKLY NEWS

secures you that paper at a merely

j

care presses on meu's minds; that all the
glitter of the political

A new

new
Qtnloc
finny OLyico.

of fine Dress Goods,

lot

Q
o

achievementsof our

I

inn

nr

j

comfort; that

a

happy man, a

contented with his

own

Skirts, Dulmorals. Sheetings—bleached and unbleached—In endlCfS variety.
really

man

i

-ALSO-

lot and with the

present situation, is as rare as

Flanne'a. In all colors,and of
differentpricra.

j

_

Then, there are the disagreementsand JfjlQg COPSStS
contests with Rome. The subject has to
be very tenderly treated; the negotiations

must be very delicately conducted; it is
thought that a compromisemay yet be
effected; the Pope on this occasion has
been the first to ask for a parley; but he
will not yield on the question ol the clergy

appears inclined to

movement

halt of the

COIltS.

A large stock of BOOTS. SHOES and

GOODS,

A

complete

RUBBER

of Groceries, which nre
fresh by continu-il ar-

c etiou or dissipation, take

forth receive their education both religious

HOB

P.

Holland, Feb.

It will thus be seen that if there are poli-

aud by

Si

the most repressivemeasures,

a rule similar to that

of Russia

MlHI

HOP BITTERS.

d

il

New York,

slncerestflattery.

Nowhere save

ENGRAVINGS,

CMOS,

PHOTOGRAPHS,1

And kindred gooda— Celebrities,Actresses,etc.

in

genteel thieves,men high in the offices of

]

Photographic Materials.

had

We

arc the headquarter*for everythingIn
me way of

STERE0PT1C0NS AND

life. It has saved hundreds.

Its clan*

in

at No 71 Washington street,
i> heretofore existing betweenthe undersigned,
under the Arm name of Kabbkrs * Bhiwk>ian.I
1* thi* day dissolved by mutual consent.All “M ft **<*** r!
count* with said Arm must be nettled by the new
ailu iiwv V wil,
“
firm— Brinkman A Kam,>*-wlio will continue the
same busines* a* heretofore.
Having but recently moved to hi* enpaclons
(i RADBBRM.
new stun , I* prepared to make the finest and be*l
H. M. BRINKMAN.
fitting bojt or shoe one may wish.
Zekland, Ottawa Co., Mich., January 17, 1879.

I

fid

-officers of the

county, including clerk, collector, attor-

ney and

several commissioners,were ar-

raigned, tried and convicted of forgery and
conspiracy. Their sententesranged from
six months in the county jail to two years
in the penitentiary.One of the convicted
j»ersons was 60 years of age, an elder in
the church, and during all his trial had
the active sympathy of his pastor. All
were of excellent repute. A little of this
Jersey justice around the country miscellaneously would have a most cxcelleut
effect.

!

!

m

J’

!

licb.

%

done on short notice.

^

Oband Haven.

A.

Mich. Dec.

L.

20,

HOLMES.

1°78.

call the attention of the

public/

who

are,

or anticipate

to build, to our Stationary
Knob Shank Mortice Lock.

4.V-tf

IN

Convex Glass, Manufacturesof Velvet Frames
for

Simple, Beautiful, Safe.

We

Wholesale Dealers

uary and Engravingsfor the window.

Come and examine. We

Miniatures and Convex Glass Pictures.

will

cheerfully show the goods
Catalogue*of Lanterns and Slides, with direc-

and

tions for using, sent ou receipt of ten cents.

X

col

43-4m

And

all kinds

of-

GROCERY STORE
OF

P.

Smokers’ Fancy Articles.
— -A-IiSO

—

Remember the Piece

Jr.

Together with a nice line of Coffees,Tea*, Spices,
Candles, Tobacco* and Cigar*,
Also, an ansortment of

CHEAP TOYS

CHILD
GIVE ME A
P.

Opposite the Post-Office.

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best

Brewing Co’s celebrated
Lager Beer.

BOOT,

for the

BOOT,

Btore.

!

!

Cant -Hooks

Fair dealing can always be

-Warehouse <fc

Office

!

CANT-HOOKS.

relied upon.

iR/BN, WASHINGTON
CALL

explain their
operation.

Just received at the

rural taxpayers were finally opened and
ex

LOOKS

u

4w

Beautiful PhotographicTransparencies
of Stat-

1

ten of the officersand

”

RADEKE & SON,

A FRESH STOCK
were com-

to about $100,000, but the eyes of the

NEW

BOOTS & SHOES,

Quality of work guaranteed, anil repairing
Each style being the best of
the market.

wot not’lftspecled. As the county was by
paratively small, amounting in ten years

! LOCKS

MANUFACTUREROF

Dissolution Notice.

MAGIC LANTERNS,

puted respectabilitythat their malversation

no means rich the peculations

Holmes LOCKS

A. L.

fastened as officials on one of her counties,

would be lauded in the penitentiary to
serve out terms of punishmentrichly
merited by their crimes. Detection would
be possible elsewhere,but the strong arm
of the law would be paralyzed iu most
places in America before it would close
the prison doors upon such men. The
officers of Warren county had long conspired to rob it, but such was their re-

our Office.

j

the church, irreproachablein reputation

who

of the

VOTICR Is hereby given that the co-partnership

Jersey is U probable that a nice coterie of

and of the best social standing,

may save your

column. Specimen copies

40-tf

again in quarters where its imjtatlon would
its

at

you are simply ailing, are weak and low spirited
try it! Buy It. Insist upon it. Your
druggist keep* It.

It

time. See the Terms in anoth-

CHICAGO WEEKLY NEWS can be seen

HOB BiTTEB.S.
If

Stereoscopes and Views,

the theme of admiring comment time and

be

er

HOP BITTERS.

Chi. Daily Newt.

has been

1,

not wait, --our

TEBS.

Have you dyspepsia, kidney or uri ary complaint,
disease of the stomach,bowels, blood, liver, or
nerves? You will lie cured If you take

Mamifttctarern,Importer* and Dealers In

such check as will secure tranquillity.—

implacability of Jersey

II.

591 Rroadway,

in

Poland immediately after the revolution
in that country, can Bismarck hold the
discontended elements of the Empire in

The

STEKETEE,

A.

8. 1879.

France

there are none the less for Germany.

Only by

&

BI1

Whoever you are. wherever von are, whenever yon
feel that your system needs cleansing, toning
or stimulating, without intoxicating,take

Clover and Timothy Seeds always on hand.
A Good Cigar for 5 cents, etc., etc. at

and secular,in Germany.
tical trials and troubles iu store for

limited

bed of sickness, take

Tea bents everything.

cts.

he will insist to the bitter
Catholic clergy of

you are married or single,young nr old. suffering from poor health or .anguishing on a

If

ladies,

subscribe. Do

arrangement holds good only for a

HOP BITTERS.
Our 40

is the

you are young, and suffering from any Indls-

If

;

end that all the
Germany shall hence-

time to

HOB BIT1EBS.

i

class Soaps in large quantiiics.

irm frm th W»;t

Now

an outlay.

trifling

you are a man of letters, tollingover your midnight work to restore brain and nerve watt, take

rival. Dobbins' and other fiM-

Isms

so

If

;

is claimed that

at

HOP BITTERS.

also

line

always kept

I

_

Weekly

portunity to secure a Chicago

you are a man of business, weakened by the'
strainof your duties,avoid stimulants and take

call a

of the temporalitiesof the Catholic Church
it

If

25

fOP

„

for the confiscation Orangt! aid

but, on the other hand,

ftl-tw

a white An immense lot of

swallow.

still. Bismarck

nominal price. You never had an op-

I

time cannot conceal that feeling of dis-

The Newest, Strongest,

on

STREET. SOLD
H.

^

MEYER &

29-1

CO.

1

y and“

Best.
WM.

C.

MEL1S.

nrOT
Dtol

badness von ran engage In. fMofV)
t»er dav m*de by any worker ol cither
'
sex. right In their own localities. Parand sample*worth $.'>free. Improve your
*»• ;; tlcnlar*
"pare time at thin httslimst. Address Stinson A
STREET. HOLLAND. MICH.
DEAt.KRS IN

Jr.

Stora on Rlvor 8tr. opposite Moyer A Co’* Furni- great pay all the time they work, write for partlcu.
lar* to II. Uallbtt A Co., Portland. Maine.
ture
J-’-lin

BIT

H.
RIVER

W*

4i-ly

^ w

1

Co., Portland,

Maine.

3-1

T

/
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"WAISTT-EID.

REDUCTION \H PRICE.

An
Our next issue will be No. /, Volume

and henceforth the

8,

News

will

be $1.50

ranee, $1.75
later, and

if

if

can wash, iron and

work

A planter in

and

Leprosy

can

was reopened Saturday, 1st

THIS OFFICE.

to

-

Early gardeninghas commenced

We

in

to.

Memphis.

For

special

Washington see
cept the above as

official,

inside.

a trip to

Tub

CANDIES,

of logs on hand.

CIQA<RS and TCKBACCOS.

remains of

his

grand I

Zeeland, has his face was perfectiyrecognizable.

P. Pfanatlehl^

started up on Tuesday last.

understandthat Gee's brass band

It

is

music under rehearsal for a concert to be

reported from Grand Rapids that

Mr. C. H.

Dubois has

are enjoyingquite a season of skat-

alway on hand.

to their uuilorms.

made

Shore Commercial

us a pleasant call* office at Holland, Mich., Feb. 6th, 1879:

The

R. McDonnell, Michael Schoonerman. J.

Church once

--

Wm. Verbkek, P. M.

ice harvest is not over yet, the late

in

Give mo a

consuma-

the

each Sunday. His
this month will be as

on

Reformed Church had

a sleighrldeon

First

credit for his enterprise.

Saturday last, althrough the weather was

places within the quarantine

raw and unfavorable. The turn out was
cal? the attention of the old soldiers

notice in another column for the

to the

a procession.

Fourth Aiiiual Meeting of the Holland

Our County Clerk, A.

A. Tracy, Esq.,

Common Council

Czar approves

to 3

have no space

declamations about

to devote

to empty

life’s mysteries, or to

glowing descriptions of medical success,
but simply say that Dr. Packard is con-

making remarkable cures

stantly

and dangerous diseases. His

cult

at Scott's Hotel, Holland,

We

have seen an

office is

a

those

who may

day mentioned he

Those

M. column.

after 3 P.

w ill

interestedin the naturalizationof

A

manager, told us In per-

son. that

he was

not aware of

them

Yhk

firm of Uoun

&

brouu manufacturers, made us

a present of

P.

&

goods advertised by
A. Steketee in another The above Arm

of their

same

of the

broom

date says: ‘Tt is

now known

that Senator Cbristiancy’s appointment to

of their

Cutting and making in

m&ANT

day or

night.

promptly and Neatly,
all hours,

Ladies Cloaks Cut and Made

FOB SALE.
THE

New

York Custom-House is

ita

management

is

and that

New

not a matter of

politics, but a

officialsmight be

duty

faure

Is

a Catholic; so is

M. Bardoux; but

first

thing that struck us about the plan

to the

removed. The

Presi-

dent, having taken off his coat, and rolled

Apply to,

M.D. HOWARD.

months, and gatheredall the

A

compaint was made

last

week

Ui

Eyk— had committed assault and battery
A stabbing affray among young boys The trial came off before said justice oh
took place on Tuesday afternoon last, on Thursday last The charges were of such
a pond covered with Ice, on the land of a nature that almost the entire coiumnnity

formation necessary

to a

statistical in-

when one of

the

sided wltli the boys, the consequence ol

Van amount, or

at least the greater

part

of it,

boys, being under young was instantly collected by, the sympa-

Aof

ao* *m^r|,vej

k™’

free,

have commenced to growl about it already
—before they know anything about the
real sitnation of school matters— we are

tax,

who

dren a

. r

R. A.

roL'

cli'M ftRTp1fM0M

T,,,

’

8CHOUTKN, M.

D.

Beautiful Liue Geese Feathers, Cheap.

at the Drugstore, Holland, Mich.

1879. Price Reduced, 11.50 Wall Paper at Wholesale and
Retail

THE NURSERY,

a

Momii

Bedroom SetU and Parlor BetU

KASiinriroi rorooiiT iiaoiu

HUPEKBLT ILLUSTRATED. Send

10 centa

for a apeclmen copy and Premium-Lift. Subaenbe now, and got 1 aat nnmber of thla year FREE.

JOHN

L.

Coffins

and Caskets

SHORET,

alway*

on hand.

86 Bromfleld Street.Boaton, Maaa.

Fair dealing can be relied on

CONSUMPTION CURED!
The nnderalgned, an old and retired phyalclan,
having been permanently cared of the much
jreaded dlaeaae CONSUMPTION, by a almple
remedy, la anxioua to maka known to hla fellow-

iptUm, Catarrh.Bronchitis, Asthma, Ntr«, Ac., Ac,, Ac, Addreaa with stamp.—
DR. C. STEVENS, Bmckvllle,Ont.
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Very Low Prices.

would not gladly give bis chil-

young Wiersen j “After. The arbitrary and inhuman treat-/ from the ever present croaker element,
through the left cheek. The Reform j ment which young Vredeveld receivedJ should make its use deslrabife. Forward,
School would be a good place for this , the hands of that constable needs looki^ i* our watchword. If we don’t build up
lafter next spring at the ballot
ourself,who will do it for us?
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of HollandCity aa a market. For particular!,In
quire

Wiersen, called upon his cousin to “stab thizing citizens and paid over. Great room than the present unhealthy, rickety,
him” (Wiersen). During the melee the indignation is felt in certain circles of that worncut firetrap. We hail the purpose of
nether one, not getting sufficientaid from

furniture
A

thorough under-

where these youngstersappear which was that J. Vredeveld and J. Van happy to say that the undeniablefacts and
to congregate for sport. A 14 year old Eyk were declared not guilty by the Jury figures are ready to prove that it will not
soq of Mr. Wiersen, a 9 year old son of and that G. Wensel and R. Hooostra were add a cent to our tax list for the first five
Van den Heuvel, and a cousin of the last brought in guilty of assault (only) and years’. Under such circumstances then,
mentioned boy by the same name were were fined five dollars and costs, which and even if we had to pay a little more

den Heuvel

Can bo made by examining the Isrge
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city limits,

wrestling on the ice

Honey! Honey!!

will acll

up his sleeves,has gone into a fight with justice Bolks, of the Village of Zeeland standing of the facts in the case, they have
the Senator, basing his position on the which created considerable excitement come to the conclusionthat the outlay in
and bad feeling,by Miss C. Herweyer,— the past for expenses on the old frame
ground that the New York Custom-House
that some boys, consisting of G. Wensel, building, etc., have been equivalentfor
is of and for the whole people, and not
R. Boonstra,H. Vredeveld, and J. Van the entire interest on the amount necesfor the power of one man or set of men.

Mrs. Kerkbof, immediately south of the

85- tf

of the country, os building will be a basement and two ufTerersthe meana of core. To all whodealrelt, N. B. Call and see a most beamlftil variety •
he will send a copy of the prescription used, FREE Camp chairs, ornameota,picture frames, btsefertf
they were driven out in the reigns of Henri stories of about 90x90 feet. The plan is pP CHARGE, with directions for prepsrinff snd
8. RE1D8EMA.
Holla vn, May 15., 1878.
based
on
an
outlay
of
$10,000,
and
the
MId* the same, which will b$ found a sure cute for
IV., Louis XV., and Charles Xf M. Du-

whole peo- most of their colleagues are Protestants, was, that it was a very large building for
ple. Mr. Conkling has hold that such and can therefore, entertain no religious the money. A member of the Board
office was his personal perquisite,and that scruplesabout according the demand of kindly informed us that after having
figured on a new and suitable building for
lie was the man who should say whether advanced and even moderate Liberals.
York

to Order.
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rather late in the day, by the Administra- drive the Jesuits out

a national, and not a local office,
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column.

The moderate Republican

tion, that the

class Style.

FILLS

f0,,nwlngdescribedLots In the City of
Hoband, I will sell at the following pricea.
Lot 9, Block F Lot 6. Block G, West Addition 1175
each ; Lot 18, Block 8, Lot fl, Block It, South West
Addition $176 each. Lois 1, i. 3. 4, 6 A 81n Block
Secretary Sherman has decided that 25, as organized plat near the M. L. 8. depot at
$ «5 each, except Lou 1 A 2 which are $300 each.
in fulure the Treasury statements shall not Also 6 lots West of First avenue at$125cach. The
specify the amounts of gold, silver and nbovo will bo sold for a small payment down. Also
the following Lot* T, 10. 11, 12. 18, and 14, In Block
paper money on hand, but only the gross E. Lo s 2, 4. 5 and i In Block II. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.
in another

first-

Rhubarb. Cleaning and liepairing dont

of

Prescriptionscarefully compound at

spring stock of dress goods nnd

papers in of commercial necessity. The demand
France are once moie writing against the for gold will be the requirementsof the
All our old and young folks, who love
Jesuits. The journal of M. Edmond internationalexchanges whenever the
to compare our deterioration in the use of
About draws attention to the fact that the balance of trade is against the country.
the Dutch language, and who like to hear
Jesuits now possess in France no fewer The concealment of the true condition of
a humorous lecture in that language,well
than fifty-ninehouses; wheieas, “when the Treasury can have no possible effect
delivered, should not forget to go to Hope
M. de Montlosier uttered his cry of alarm” in staying such demands, as it is wholly
College Chapel on Monday evening next,
under the Restoration, they only possessed outside of the Treasury influences.
the 10th inst. All who enjoy a hearty
six. The Jesuits are, therefore,far more
laugh, will have an opportunityto hear
It is very pleasing to be enabled to men
formidable than when they were interMr, Van Dugteren in his happiest vein.
tion
that at a meeting of the Board of Ed
dicted for the last time in France, and the
Students who wish to perfect themselves
ucation
on Monday evening last it was
present Government is accursedof “weakin Dutch oratory will have a rare opporness borderingon complicity”in tolerat- resolved to build a new Union School
tunity to learn neat pronunciation. Come
ing this society. The question is: What building. The plan of the elevationas
one, come all.
will the Government do! Will they make drawn by an architect is banging In the
It is an odd discovery, and one made secular education obligatory,and will they post-officefor public inspection. The
the boys!

are the manufacturersof DR.

Compound Syrup

calicoes gives new Impetous to the trade.
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the arrival

Call and see for yourself. See advertise-
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CHEAP CASH STORE

BCHOUTEN’8

ANTI-BUM AND

makes

recent manufacture. Peru was brought about for the express amount of cash. This decisionis in itpurpose of making a place for Zach
It is a fine specimen of mechanism and seself a sign of weakness. It also proceeds
Chandler
in the Senate. Chrialiaucyhas
lection of broom corn, and can be seen at
on the suppositionor theory that the denot resigned yet. He has not been a party
our office. They say their business is inmand for gold will he a mailer of meie
to the scheme, and may not consummate
creasing, and that they arc sellingin compopular seutimeot, not, as will assuredly
It by resigning.”
petiton with the largest houses. Good for
bo the case, unless in times of panic,
a find

rtoma over E.

Medicinaluse only,)

This business bouse has no peer

GEIFFnr,

Liquors, Cutter and Tailor,

And almost everything else txlongtnK in a well
stocked drugstore.

Detroit dispatch dated Feb. 4th, says:

be effected ultimately.”Another dispatch

Scott, our youthful
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our readers to

their stock very desirable,and

lower of the other. It is thought it will
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ball, the general
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VAN RAALTE.

K.

Cigtn,

Writing Materlnl, Snuff,
And the

in the county, and customersfrom abroad,
the same who buy more or less at wholesale,freTownship. quently testify that they can do full ns well

West Michigan Railroad to the coalitionof the Democratic and GreenManistee.” This is erroneous. Mr. Kimback parties of Michigan is interrupted by
Chicago
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proceed to

of this opportunity.
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their friends,will do well to inform
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measure of stop-
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opportunity. Shortly

of this

facilililiesto the citizens of that

Mich.

We

to

Specialty.

This new itoro will keep a full supply of the best

Schelven, for the purpose of naturalizing the immense stock o!

the village of Zeeland to

quoted along the Lake Shore “that there

was

P.M., at the office of Justice Van

of the

of diffi-

this
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PROPRIETOR..

plague. All remedies seem to
prove unavailing. The erection of buildings in Moscow is in progress to accommodate 2,000 people. Russia has asked

Rooms, on Wednesday informs us that he will be in this city, on
England
evening, Felihiary 12th, 1879, at 7 o’clock. Wednesday next, 12th inst, from 11 A. M.

We

Dr.R.A.Scliouteii, Makes Custom Work

quite large, filling up thitleen large sleighs, ping the

and forming quite

Soldiers *tf\\iou, which will be held at the

The

Of the neatest style* and be*t qualitieswhich
effer cheaper than anybody else.

Three doors East of Kruisenga’s Store.

the inhabitants to be removed to other

new institution. Our postmaster deserves

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

DRUG STORE,

ap-

IN
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WARD

FIRST

--

We

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,

Call.
48-3

Grace (Episcopal)

HEROLD.

187?.

1,

Boots and Shoes

Eggs.

--- -«•»pointments for
folMessrs. Kas Van Es^en and Rynberg, lows: Sunday, Februaty 9th, at 7:30 in
lion of several jobs. Mr. A. M. Ranters
of Drenlhe, were in town on Thursday the evening; Sunday, February 10th, at
is packing away one hundred and fifty
last, to try their hand at fishing'through
cords.
10.30 a. m. ; Sunday, February 23rd, at
--the ice. Immense strings of fish are 7.30 p. m.
Since the late improvements In the post
caught and eagerly bought by the citizens.
office have been painted up by the master
The Russian Minister of the Interior
The Sabbath School scholarsof the has been empowered to burn Welliauka.
band of John Grootenhuis,it looks like a
heavy thaw having prevented

E.

Hollans, Mich.. Sept.

& Fresh

Choice Butter

Rev. E. W. Flower will hereafter

hold divine services

Miliken.

The

Ih4 Howe hewing Machine,

DEALER

large.
--

on Wednesday last.

eolllnff

will henceforth keep It for sale at my store
Peddlingmachines with wagons ha* been aboll*hea
for the simple reason that the prices of machines
ate too low to admit of any expenas In that way
Call In and get bargains.

the Saturday Evening Poet.

---

--

I am now

US.

and

Fresh Oysters and Sweet Cider

Speaking of Mrs. Kewley, the woman
who
recently made such sweeping charges
ing on Black Lake, which is a rare thing.
We hear from reliable sources that there
against the Kalamazoo asylum. The Port
is a great deal of sickness in the neigbor
With a littlemore snow— say about four
ing city of Grand Haven, and that the Huron Times says she “is well known here
inches— we would have good sleighing
us a woman of unsound mind, and entire
mortality is
,
again.
-ly unreliable in statements of facts by
List of lettersremainingin the Post reason thereof.”
Mb. C. F. Wasson, editor of the Lake
We

have a Japan Tea at 40 cts.
which cannot be surpassed.

given early in the spring to raUe funds to

make some addition

sold his interest in

-

CALL AND SEE
--

Also a nice lot of Cooking nnd Eating
Apples, Potatoes, Cabbage, Turnips
and all kinds of Vegetables.

is

Chicago admirers of ProfessorDavid to become an incorporatedorganization
for him a 4150,000 lec- under the laws of the Slate. They have

ture hall.

of Mr.

A Complete a*sortmentof Children’s and Infanta’
shoes for fall and winter, and a fall line of
Ladies’ and (ienUcman'a wear.

Swing are building

Canada.

shingle mill

have on hand a flue lot of

COFFEES, TEAS, SPICES,

at that village.

We

If. Parks, E^q., has just returned

from

Van Dyk & Sons’ saw
They have an

in this city, but mortality is not great. casket containing the
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in
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Florida.
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father. Dar.ial Webster, was opened, and

Oranges is to be made

-

found

Eighth Street, City ok Holland.
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At the burial of Ashburton Webster, at

Mr. Hubert Keppel, of
Wink from

be

Marshfield, Mass., last week, the lid of the

A great many children are on the sick
list

-

notice that

news from Lansing and immense amount

notification.

lotting

inst., after

mill has started up also.

Our friends, solicitorsand agents
in neighboring towns will please ac-

Orleans

being closed nineteen years.
—
—

do with previous contractsand will
he strictly adhered

One door west of Borman, where can
a complete st<*ck of

New

stock:

— OF—

ALBERS, BOOTS & SHOES
GROCERIES. E. HEROLD,

J.
Cruz couuty,

said to prevail among the

Tiik United States Mint at

gome itew

Wisher to Inform the citizensof Holland nnd
vicinity that he has removed hi* stock of
GROCERIES In the Jewelrystore of

California.

situation and good

months. wages, by inquiring at

These conditions have nothing

Ascension, La., made

Chinese fishermen in Santa

paid in ad-

at six

is

a.

ct.

4,000 pounds of sugar to the acre.

do her

in a neat and clean way,

a good

-

A Large and Fine

selling at $1.50 per hun-

in Floiida.

that

cook good,

one that understands how to

paid three months find

$2.00 if paid

servant. One

subscrip-

Holland City

tion price of the

efficient

Oranges are
dred

Mae

of Gold

Peace

EHCBlSriX
Planing Mill,
We are prepared to mtnofkctnrafarnlturote order
and can afford to sell cemmoa wan vary cheap.

.We

also keek) ourselves preparedto do all kinds

Neatly and Promptly Executed.
HeiLjura,March

84,

1818.

H.
6-ly.

W.

VERBEEKACo.

lokLAxn, Mick., Jnlylfi, IKI.

THE SHINING LITTLE HOUSE.
hang Ju tbs san. the little house,
It buug in the sun. and shone;
And throughthe wall* I could heal his rolce.
Who had it all lor his own.
It

The walls were of wire, as bright as gold,
Wrought in a pretty design;
The Spaces between for wlhdows served,
And the door was clean and fine.
There was plenty, too,

to eat and drink
In this littlebouse that shone;
A lueky thing,to be sure, yon'd say,
A house like this for one's own !

But the door was shut, and locked all tight.
The key was on the outside;
The ono who waa in could notget out,
Mo matter how much he
4

tried.

Twaa only a prison,after all,
This bright littlehouse that shone:
Ah, we would not want a house like that,
No matter if 'twereour own.
And

yet, through the walls I heard the voice
Of the one who lived inside; *
To warble a sweeter song each day
It did seem as if he tried.

To open

the door he never sought,
Nor flattered in idle strife;
He ate, and he drank, and slept, and sang,
And made the best of his life.

And

I, to myself, Mid every day,
As his cheery song I heard.
There's a lesson for us in every note
Of that little prisoned bird.

, Wa all of as live a life like his;
We are walled on every side;
We all long to do a hundred things
Which we could not if we tried.

We can spend our strength all foolishly
In a discontented strife;
Or we can bo wise, and laugh and sing,
And make the best of our life.
-H: IT., In 81. Nlcholaa for February.

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE.
Some Curious Cnees.’

There is one grim old stoir told in
anQient law books, of a murder committed at an inn. It was a little country
inn, in a rather unfrequented place, and
there on one wintry night arrived two
sets of guests. One party consistedof
an elderly invalided gentlemanand his
man-servant ; the other, of two gentlemen, friends, traveling together. The
accommodationwas rather limited, and
the man-servant was stowed away in a
loft. The two friends agreed to share
one chamber, while the old gentleman
was to occupy that next to theirs. The
three gentlemen spent the evening together in thp pommon room, the landlord and the mau-aervant coining to and
froin attendance.It transpired, somehow, that the elderly invalid was traveling in possessionof considerable valuables. This matter was touched upon
but lightly ; in faet, it was little more
than an inference which might be
drawn from somethinghe said. About
midnight all the travelers retired to
rest. An hour or two after, ono of the
friends awoke. Lying in silence, he
heard something like a groan, and, on
its being repeated,he aroused his companion, And both listened. The aound
came from thecext apartment. They
sprung to their feet, and, thinking their
neighbor might be suddenly and dangerously ill, they hastily struck a light
and went to his room. But they found
they had been anticipated; light already streamed from his opened door,
and at his bedside 'stood the landlord,'
with a faoe of horror, and in his hand a
bloody Anife. As the gentlemen entered the room, the invalid gave a lost
groan and expired from a deadly wound
in his ihloat.
'IfatUrilly,&e two gentlemen seized
and secured the landlord. Between the
telltale weapon in his hand and the extreme dismay and trepidation which
he manifested,he might almost be said
to be taken in the act. They roused
the house. The few sleepy servants

came h&rrying in, among

them

the footman of the murdered man. So
great was the host’s terror that it was
some time before he could utter a single
word which might put a differentcomplexion on the case. At last he fonnd
wits to de lare that, like the gentlemen,
he had been frmsed by the groans, and,
fearing robbers, had armed himself with
a knife and hurried forth, hoping to be
in time to give help; that when he saw
the awful sight in the bedchamber the
knife had fallen from his hand into the
blood, and he had remained for a few
moments powerless.
Such a story seemed credible enough,
but there were sundir circumstances

of a ciiminalnature, playing with truth
and falsehoodto the very end.
But, years afterward, a clergyman was
summoned to receive the last confidences of a man sinking in consumption. This was the servant of the murdered invalid. Then he owned that
it was he who had slain his master. He
had stolen from his remote loft, and
had just inflicted the mortal wound
when he was disturbed by the landlord’s approaching, footsteps, and fled
barefoot in an opposite direction,regained his bed, and remained there until he was summoned by the cries of
the other lodgers. He indicated how
and . where he had disposed of the
weapon with which he killed his master,
details which were subsequently verified. He was too near death to be
seized by justice, but the particulars of
his confessionwere made public, though
in this case the story cannot be concluded by the formula with which the
prim old law reporters generally sum
up such tragedies, “That the innocence
of the other man was thus completely

way to do so. It reads like
solemn irony that the Magistrates of
Edinburgh ordered the body of William Shaw to be taken from the gibbet

his master with the murder, and to
plunder that master’s hoard while he
was in prison, thus at once gratifying

(the bones were still hanging in chains,
according to the ghastly old custom)
and given to his family for interment.
And “as the only reparation to his
memory, and the honor of his surviving
relations, they caused a pair of colors
to be waved over his grave in token of
innocence 1”
Far less pathetic,but scarcely less
grim, is the story of three gentlemen
supping together at a Norfolk tavern in
the year 1684. ' One became deeply
intoxicated ; then the others, also somewhat inflamed by wine, quarreled, and
ono snatched up the sword of the
drunken man and stabbed the other to
the heart. And not till years after the
drunkard had been tried and executed

scheme he apprised the girl, and secured
her approval. But when she found that
the accusationwas not sufficientlysupported, while some words dropped in
court led her to fear that if her master
was released her lover might be apprehended, she resolved to sacrifice both
the money and her master to secure the
safety of the wretch Morgan.
After this confession she and her
husband were both thrown into prison,
but escaped their public punishmentby
dying of jail fever. It was afterwards
found, by some quite unexpected information, that the blacksmith had had
two previous attacks of apoplexy, and
had never, at any one time, owned as
much £5 in money.

the best
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William Shaw, who lived in Edinburgh been murdered at all. Mr. Harrison,
Butcher or Grocer of short weights without cause,and
in 1721. Ho was a respectable trades-

man, and he had a daughter named collecting his rents, suddenly disap
Catherine,who, unhappily, had trouble- pcared. John Perry accused his
some love ofiafrs. Her own heart in- mother, himself, and his brother of havclined to ono John Lawson, to whom ing robbed Mr. Harrison in the previher father objected,saying that he was ous year, and of having again robbed
a profligate youth, addicted to every him and murdered him on the night
kind of dissipation. Shaw forbade the when he was missed. The mother and
lover his honse, and, when he found Richard Perry denied all knowledge of
that Catherinestill saw him clandes the matter ; but at length pleaded guilty
tinely, the father imprisoned the daugh- to the first indictment under some
ter on his own premises.
pressure of policy. The other indictWhether Shaw was too hard, or ment was not then proceeded with, on
whether Catherine was too willful,no- the ground that the body was not
body can say. There is one element in found. But John persisted in his
the case which draws sympathy to the story, and at the next assize they were
girl. There was not only a lover to be all tried for murder. John then regiven up, but a. lover to be accepted. tracted his confession, and said he must
While Shaw banished John Lawson, he have been mad. Nevertheless, they
urged forward the suit of one Robert- were all condemned.Some years after
son. Catherinepassionately declared Mr. Harrison appeared alive, and thus
that she would die sooner than marry accounted for his mysterious absence
this man, and many altercations were “ After receivinghis rents he had been
overheard between the father and sot upon by a gang of ruffians,carried
daughter. The family seems to have to the seaside, pnt on shipboard and
consisted of these two only, and they sold as a slave to the Turks. After his
lived in one of those “flats,” or suites of 1 master’s death ho escaped, and with
rooms, opening from a common stair, great difficulty,working his way, first to
which were common in Edinburgh Lisbon, and thence to Dover, he arthen, as now, though in London, except rived in England, as our law book coolly
in the Inns of Court, they are a modern says, to the surprise of all the coun-
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ily every time I come and go between Letter,Draft on New YorkorCbicago.orPcstoffioeOrder.
here and home. I have telegraph Address THE L EDO KB, Chicago, 1IL
passes. I never use them. I do not Dr. Craig’s
The
_ greet
great Specihc
________________
for all Kidney _____
Disease*. Has never
think it would be right. I can send
failed In any disease of the Kidneys in the nsst
it three
anything I please over the express lines, years. Rend for pamphlet, and address Dr. CRA 1G,
42 \ !,>' H K N IT Y PLACE, NEW YOB
yet I pay my express bills. I speijd my
salary and never have any money.
Some Senators use all these privileges
of deadheading, and they say it is right.
tions
I think otherwise. But there is one
thing that I think should be done, and
MILL'GAN.
I shall propose it as soon as I get a
chance. Every Senator should have a
private secretary. He has more correspondence, committeework, etc., than
Persons afilictwl
he can do. And each Senator should
with Scrofula, Hip-disea.se;Ulbo allowed a private secretary. The
cerous Sores, A bscesses, W hiD'
Senator fceta $5,000 a year, and cannot
Swelling, Psoriasis, Goitre, Nesupport his family in keeping with his
crosis
Eczema, Diseased Bones,
position and employ a private secretary
on that sum.” The conscience of this will please send their address
Senator should be embalmed. If you
try.”
Dr. JONES, Chemist,New Lebanon, N.Y.
were here and saw a car-load of deadThe last story we shall tell is another heads on the street-cars when Congress A.
IJOOli.
tale of an inn. The Rising Sun was the
adjourns yon would be disgusted. Bristlingwith WILD ADVENT UREA.
name of a public house on the high They haul out cards and give their
road between York and Newcastle.It names each time to save 5 cent#. I
IN
was kept by a man named Harris, as- paid my fare one day, and the conduc- The only authentic and topyrightKlcheap edition.A
lull hOtory of hU wonderful discoveries in Afiic*
sisted by two sen-ants, a man named tor told mo it was the only fare he got, and
mw.rvelona journeydotrn the Comjo. Now selling
Morgan, and a maid. One evening a though the car was crowded, and I was faster than any other book in America. For full dtvertplion and term*, addree* II (
HA 1(1) HltOS., Pub*.,
blacksmith stopped at the Rising Sun, standing on the rear platform. The
AGENTS
WANTED !
supped and slept there. Early next car was full of Congressmen. This inmorning the hostler, Morgan, went to a cident is a fact that the people should
neighboringmagistrate and gave in- know.— JFas/iinf/ ton letter in Brookformation that his master, Harris, had lyn Union-Argue.
just murdered the travelerin his bed.
The traveler was found at the public
A Chinese Review.
house lying dead, with every appearA Chinese review has just been witance of having been strangled. Harris nessed and describedby a correspondent
was apprehended, but positively denied of the Shanghai Courier. The men,
the charge. Morgan as positively af- clad in uniforms of red and blue, were
firmed it. Morgan deposed that he saw ranged in two ranks, every tenth man
if I

1,

kidney Cure.

l

Presently

he heard somebquy leave

the room, shutting the door noisily

and

locking it. For some minutes afterward there was silence. Then he heard
several faint groans in what seemed
Catherine’svoice. He felt alarmed,and
caUed the attention of others to the
sound. They went to the door of Shaw’s
flat and listened there. Presently they
heard the daughter faintly exclaim:
“ Cruel father, you are the cause of my
death!” They knocked imperatively
for admittance; there was no answer;
and, calling the aid of the town guard,
they forced the lock. Catherine was
found lying in a pool of blood, with a
knife beside her. She waa in the agonies of death, and quite speechless, but
when a neighbor bent over her and inquired
uired if it was her father who had done
this, she was jost able to make an affirmative motion with her head, and then
expired.

At this very moment "William Shaw
returned. At the sight of his daughter
he turned pale, trembled, and was ready
to sink, which after all was only nat-

ural. Blood upon

liis shirt

bore

less

doubtful witness against him.
He was .hurriedbefore the magistrates, and on his trial he fully admitted
the angry terms on which he and his
daughter had lived of late, also the bitterness of the quarrel before their last
parting; but he declared that he left

_
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innovation. Under somewhat imperfect arrangement this plan of building
offers facilities for hearing high voices
or heavy falls. The nearest neighbors
of the Shaws, a family named Morison,
often overheard the quarrels of the
father and daughter. Without troubling
themselves to listen, they could hear
words which the girl screamed shrilly
in her grief and rage. James Morison,
as he sat followinghis occupation as a
watch-case maker, heard Catherine giving vent to such expressionsas “barbarity I” “cruelty 1” and “death I”
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master^on the bed strangling the ! holding a bright scarlet flog, while a
stranger. Harris declared that he found sergeant in the middle gave the time
the man in a fit, and tried to assist him. to the advance by waving a huge crimMorgan further said that he had after- son standard. At the sound of a horn,
ward seen his master riflingthe pockets which resembled the humming of a giof the deceased.
gantic bee, the bataUion prepared to
Ins

Harris denied everything,find modical evidence was brought forward to
prove that all the marks on his body
might have arisen from natural causes.
The inn-keeper was on the point of being discharged,when the maid-servant
requestedto be sworn. She deposed
that almost directly upon Harris coming
down on the morning of the traveler’s
death, she (being in a back wash-house,
unknown to her master) saw him go
into the garden, take some gold from
his jxicket, wrap it up, and bury it
under a tree in a certain corner. Harrirfwas observed to bo confused at this
imormation. An officer was sent with
t Jo girl, and he dug up a packet conning £30 at the spot which she indited. Harris then acknowledged having
idden the money, but he did so with
ch reluctance, and with so many evaions, that

he was

instantly

committed

r trial.
whiqh instantly falsified it.. The room
At the trial Morgan again deposed
where the landlord had slept was too re- her then unhurt and well. He permote from the scene of the murder for sisted that the blood on his shirt was
t he had seen the murder committed,
e girl again swore to the concealing
-any groans. to have reached it; and the there in consequence of his having
knife was not ono, of those in ordinary bled himself, some days before, and the f the money, and the constable proved
use, whicb inight have been hastily bandage becoming untied, but of this
ving found it according to her state•snatchedtm.birt1 resembled others^hich he could offer no corroborativeevidence.
ent.
'were kept locked in a chest in his bed- So he was fonnd guilty, and hanged in
Harris had nothing to say except that
room. Of these circumstances he •chains at Leith Walk.
Morgan’s evidence was entirely false,
Exactly one year later the new tenan that the bnried money was his own, put
•could offer no explanation,nor yet of
tsundry ejaculations he had uttered when of William Shaw’s fiat was making som away for better security. The Judge
rearrangements in his room, settin
first surprised. .
summed up; the jury fonnd the prisf.11
thin
In spite of his protestationsof inno- a cup
oner guilty, and ho waa condemned to
cence, in which, somehow, there seemed which led him to pay particular atten die.
always a curious reservation,he was tion to the skirting-board round the fire
Harris seems to hove taken his sen^condemned to die. The night before place. Suddenly he eaught sight of
tence meekly. He persisted in his innocence, and only lamented the sordid'his execution he made a singular con- paper which seemed to have fallen b(
cession. He acknowledged that his hind it. He took it out, and when h ness of temper, which, he said, had led
cupidity had been so excited by the had unfolded it he read the followin him into a general distrnstfulness, and
idea of his visitor's valuables that he letter: “ Barbarous father, your cruelt into Such ways as this of hiding his
in having put it out of my power ev<
money, which had proved his ruin.
to join my fate to that of the only mr
After his master’s death Morgan and
I could love, and tyrannically insistii
the maid were married. They lived
room. Probably in the preoccupation on my marrying one whom I hadalwa; very unhappily, and at last the wife disclosed the whole story. They had both
•of bis horrible enterprisehe hkd heard hated, has made me form a resolution
known their master’s miserly temper,
no footstep nor any groan ; and the first' put an end to an existencewhich h
and the girl had fonnd out that ho
thing that warned him that all was not become a burden to me. My death
buried money in the garden, a fact
right was the finding of the visitor’s lay to your charge. When you rea
toedroom-dtorunlatched. When his this, consider yourself as the inhuma which she reported to Morgan. They
light fell on the awful scene, and he saw wretch who plunged the murderot resolved to let him go on doing so until
his own crime had bden anticipated, his knife into the bosom of unhappy Call
it should amount to a considerable sum,
knife fell fitom his palsied hand, and erineShawtf’
when they purposed to seize it and to
Many relations and friends readil decamp.
when he fonnd himself in the grasp of
recognized the handwriting.The high
One day Harris and Morgan had a
flown language, the egotism of tonel bitter quarrel, and the master struck
that, though he waa in act guiltlessof alike reveal a mind poisoned by the! the man, whose sullen temper instant!
nstautiy
the murder, yet he was justly style of romance in fashion at that formed a resolution do reveni
revenge himself,
judged. But though he died with every epoch, and make us feel with the poor
t this crisis the blacksmith arrived,
ice of sincere repentance,the father, who was probablv honestly dehe next morning Morgan himself
impression was that even his sirous to save his child from real misund him dead in his bed. With diafesaion was but another vagary ery, though, perhaps, he did not take
ical inspiration he resolved to charge

receive cavalry.

Out popped

a soldier

brandishing a pike, which he poked at
an imaginary assailant ; then, uttering a
shriek like an owl, he flourished his
shield, turned a somersault,and trippingly retired to the ranks. "When
everybody had popped out, brandished
and poked his pike, shrieked like an
owl, flourished his shield, thrown a
somersault, and retired, the big bore
hummed once more, the soldiers formed
in square, and one of them danced
gravely but energetically forward,
throwing out his right leg with a graceful jerk; then, bounding backward, he
again dancefl forward, this time throwing out his left. Then he jumped, lie
waltzed, ho capered, he pranced, he
turned head over heels, rolled himself
well in the dust (which rose in clouds),
stood on the back of his neck while he
flourished his legs in the air, recovered
himself, grasped wildly with his arms at
nothing in particular, mode a grotesque
courtesy to the Viceroy, and retired.
With this martial spectacle the review
concluded.

IO MPRL'CE ST.,
House Square, opposite the Tribune Butidlog.)
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was one day since the late centen-

nial celebrationthat a cadaverous-look-

stepped up to a Boston
woman’s kitchen-door, and, confronting the hard-workingmistress of the
house, introduced himself as follows:
“Beet-article-ever -patented - under - tbefacc- of - the - sun - for- taking-out- greaseing
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received),

Texas, and from
Florida to British Colombia.Also, to all New York olty
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to
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tre.n Boston to San Francisco, from Montrealto Galveston
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Old Reliable ConcentratedLye

FAMILY SOAF-MAKING.

Directions accompanying
Bolt and Toilet Soap

each can for making Hard.

QUICKLY.

IT 78 FULL WEIGHT ASD BTRENQTU.
The market la flooded with (so-cnDod)Oonoantretad
Lye. which la adulteratedwith salt and rosin, and wonH
make toay.
BA rg

No Banker Rill

Rowell^

fiio.p

MONEY, ASP BUT TH3

SaponifieR
MADE BT THE
Pennsylvania Salt Manuf g

Oo.;

PHILADELPHIA.
II

cleanin’ - whitenin’- and -purifyin’-

lei vin’-the-garment-sweet-and-readyto-

ta o-a-stiff-smooth-polish. Like-to-bnyso le - of - our - superior - washin’ - comp( ind-ma’am?” And he held out a
Sr til tin box. The woman leaned one
el ow on the table, and, looking hard
at| the intruder when he was through,

uired: “Are you done?” “Yes,
am.” Here the female slowly pointher long index finger out of the

door

some

distant object, and again in“ Do you see that over there?”
es, ma’am,” replied the dispenser of
‘ "ng compound; “that’s Bunker
11 monument.” Then the woman
uared herself on her heels, toes out,
d, conjuring up a look of irony in her
es, and gathering up a flat-ironin her

she

asked

:

“

Method

for

the Pianoforte.

It differ* from other Methodsin being composed of
Three Parts or Book*.

PAST

Book.

I., for th* Pint Grade of Learnor*, has 71
P*ges. the Klemente. flv»Ang..rand other Uisrolaa*.
easy Studies and Tones, sad l* In Itself* good, easy In.
traction
^

her of Pieces

from the work* of great Mascara.

and a few ddfloolt Pieoea.
Prio* of

each part, ILM. Complete, ft*

Do you want one

those raised on your head?” The
retreated. He didn’t want any

nument.
ex-Empross Eugenie leads the
and most monotonous of lives.

OLIVER DITSON A
C. II. Dttaon Ac

Co*,

CO., Boston.

J. E. Dltson dt

Til 0 843 Broadway, N. 7. 028 Chestnut St,

Co*

Phil*.

SCARLET FEVER.

13300^! ^

same cause which makes life delightful
makes death not unwelcome. Such a

with a dozen or more first-classresidences free of cost. In this country
Some Facta as to Its Origin.
our President gets only $50,000 a year
The prevalance of scarlet fever in
just as much as the Czar of Russia
New York induced the World to inter- gets in two days. Gen. Sherman review Dr. Fordyce Barker concerning ceives in all some $18,000 per yearthe disease. The following is the re- only a fraction more than the Sultan of
sult
Turkey gets each day. The whole ex44 It was first described by Sydenliam pense of an American Congress for a
in the seventeenth century,” said Prof. session of six months will not exceed —

* YONUK, Ht.

Louis, Mo.

though rare, is not unperhaps a perfect balance
feeling is more readily to be found at
lower level of expectation.—G’om-

state of mind,

a

Magazine. •

hill
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She

fell from the arms of a welldressed woman, alighted upon a curb|
Barker, 44 os a distinct disease.”
incidentalsand all— $4,000,000. The stone, cutting her frail form in twain.
44 Are there great difference^ in the
people in this country complain of hard Brutal policemangrinned in glee over
severity of such^epidemica?”
times. Let them study the pauperism the catastrophe. She was a doll.
“Very great differences, some epi^kof England, and, our word for it, they
Quicken the CimilaUon.
For XXeuuiy of A*ollaa,>>uVlnB JLubor,(:ieua«
demica being mild and some attendee^ will
w deem the condition of our poorer
benpueee, Uneqauleg,
Don’t lot tlio blood Htagnato in your veins
with severe and dangerous cases. But classes a comparativelyhappy one.
MOilMI. URO's., Prup’r 4'untou. Muas.
Yon can prevent its doing so by increasingits
there are always mild cases during the
volume amt purity, by stimulating the digestive
most severe epidemics.”
organs, and encouraging assimilation, with that
Gems by the Wayside.
matchlessvitalizingagent, Hostcttcr’a Stomach
“What are the causes of scarlet
Men who complain of the miseries of ihttors People not afflicted with any organic
Matthew Hale Smith's new
fever?”
1,000 Prominent pereona-menand women
this life are, for the most part, such as or inorganic disease grow wan and' haggard
analysed Steel Portrait* of A. T.
44 The specific cause is infectionby a
simply
because
thoir
blood
is
thin,
watery,
deQ,P!i'WATlfn VANDERBILT
are unwilling to practice self-denial or
OiiLVYillkl.)BKNNKTT.Krc.The
specific poison which is communicated
submit to those rules of their animal ficient in nourishingproperties and so meager
eenaatlon of th* season. Now b the Um« ft*
AUENffi to Moure territory. Addre^a.fce
by direct contact either with the ex- and moral economy upon wliich salutary in quantity that the extremities arc very imperHDE.il I O agency,ohoulara and terras,
fectly suppliedwith it, and the suporticialcirhalation from the lungs of patients, and uniform happiness is founded.
AMERICAN
PClll.lMIflNO ttl.,
culation extremelyfeeble. Hence the bloodless
Chicago, HL
with their skin, or by means of clothing
He cannot be called, an accomplished appearance of the countenance. But when the
. AIIKAIt
or various substances with which the or a polite man in company who is con- Bnters a^o used to enrich and quicken the blood,
All the Time.
the rosy hue of health returns to the cheek, the
The very beat goods
patients have come in contact. Scarlet
tinually betraying a fear to offend or a frame acquires substanceas well as vigor, the
direct trom the 1mfever is said to have been communicat- desire to please— though his behavior appetite improves,and no digestive qualms inportersat Il.lf the
usual coat. Best plan aver offered to Club Agents and
ed by milk, or even by a letter. Taylor, ought to be regulatedinternallyby terfere either with its giatiflcationor the sub- huge
buyers ALL tXPRKSS CHARGES RAID.
sequent
tranquillity
of
the
stomach.
New terms FRKK.
an eminent English writer, reports the both these motives.
beginning of one epidemic as beiug in
The sweetestflowers are those which
A Rick Svimtor.
the family of a milkman who delivered shed their odors in quiet nooks and
Tlio excessive corpulencyof a certain United
milk to twelve families. Of these fami- dingles;and the purest hearts are those btatos Senatorhas long been the butt of edi- DP. O. Box 4830. Vesey Street* New York.
toriiil wit and spicy bou inntt from the pens of
lies six had scarlet fever as a consewhose deeds of love me done in soli- Washington correspondents.Few persons have
quence. A certain individual predispo- tude and secret.
I
suspectedthat his obesity was a disease and
f.? lnfMUt>leand unexcelled remedy foi
sition must exist', as it is frequently
The self-denial which vice exacts is liable to prove fatal Yet this is the sad fact
I i 1 Jts* Lpilepsy or Fnlllnir NickursH.
found that one child in a family may greater by far than that involved in the Excessivefatuesa is not only a disease in itself,
*> nrrnnteu to effect a eneedy am!
FMt.MANKNT cure.
but one liable to generate other and more seritake the disease,while others of the struggle of virtuous endeavor.
I I
I |
“A free bniilo” of mj
ous ones Chemistry has at last revealed a
i I
{Il
renowned S|>«olrioMid n
children who have frequently been exGod is too merciful to let us have a safe, sure and reliable remedy for this abnor1
III mW ,,alu*bloTrentlee sent to
| < M Mil any sufferer sending me hia
posed in the same degree do not get full view of our character or a pan- mal condition of the system in Allan's Anti-Fat.
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oramic prospect of our vices.
“Are individualswho have had the
The cultivation of the heart should
disease in a mild form more liable to the be like that of a garden, where we
second
prune and weed before we begin to
“I should say not. On the contrary, plant.
those who have a constitutional prediHe who dreads giving light to the
lection to the disease are more liable to people is like a man who builds a house
a second attack. Ordinarilyone attack without windows, for fear of the lightsecures immunity from a second, but ning.
there are many exceptions to this. It
The best thoughts are ever swiftest
is very rare that patients die from a sec- winged, the duller lag behind.
ond attack. In fact not more than three
To abstain from a small thing is more
or four cases of this kind have been re- difficult than to undertake a great one.
ported in medical literature.”
The love of public opinion is often
“How long does the poison retain its mistaken for the dictate of genuine
activity in clothing, furniture, rooms, bravery.
etc.”
When men speak ill of thee, live so as
“This is very uncertain. There is nobody will believe them.
The man of knowledgelives eternally
conclusiveevidence that it has been retained in clothing sometimes for after his death, while his members are
reduced to dust beneath the tomb. But
months.”
“How soon is the disease developed the ignorant man is dead, even while he
walks upon the earth ; lie is numbered
after infection ? ”
“Trousseau reports a casein which the among living men, and yet existeth not.
Every moral sentiment, every inteldisease waa manifested in twenty-four
hours after exposure,and other cases lectual action, is to me a hint, a proa£e reported ; but usually the period of phetic sign of spiritual power to be exdevelopment is from three to ten or panded forever, just as a faint ray from
twelve days after exposure. This is a distant star is significant of unimagprobably due to the differencein the inable splendor.

attack?”

what period of the

it

not

Mortality in

disease, and

wi7 Pontndiceand Kxpreas

,''.51/

subtle indeed is the poison
of Scrofula, and terrible are its ravages in the

1
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Tobacco.

The Pioneer Tobacco Company,
Now York, Boston and Chicago.
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Fob upward of 30 years Mrs. WINSLOW’S
has been used for children
with never-failing success. It corrects acidity
of the stomach, relieves wind colic, regulates
the bowels, curee dysentery aud diarrhea,
whether arisingfrom teething or other causes.
An old and well-tried remedy. 25 cts. a bottle.
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Pensioners,
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y gongreas.whloh.lfallowed to pass, all penalon claims heretofore admitted will
reopened,thousandsof meritorlonsclaimantswUl be
dropped from the rolls, and mat Injustice done. For full
parUcolais,send for copy of Tint National Triucm,
an h-p**e paper, IsYund monthly,and devoted to the !»
terrats of soldiers and sailors,and their heirs. Contains
all NEW BOUNTY and pension laws. Hnould be In the
hands of every soldier. Terms, AO cento par year.
Special Inducements to cluba Specimen copy free.
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cures Asthma,Loan of Voice.
Neuralgia,St Vitue'Dance, Kpliep
tic Fits, Whooping Cough, Nervousness, ami i.i n most wonderfuladjunct

10.49 deaths in each 1,000. St.
Louis not having furnished data, it
cannot bo seen how that city stands for
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IIO Revolving Shtiftn Inside the Bcpa-
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rnlor. Eutlrvly frv« liuiu IWaum. I'lrkvm,Raddles,
aud oil such Ilme-waMIngand rralo-waatln* rompilration*. Frrfrrllymlnpttd lo all Kind* and Conditions
drain, Wet or Dry, Lone or Khorf, Headed or Bouud.

m

W

onljr Vnstly Rnperlor for Whent,
0«U. Bniiey,Uyo, *ni| like Uraltu, bi«' llw only burren'ul Tbroshtr !n Flax. Timothy, Hlllst, Clover,and
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Hke6»*d*.
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" Makes so

LUterlUKS

or

THEIR INSTRUMENTS

LEADING MARKETS
OF THE WORLD!

OVER

Powers to match,

•pedal slu Mparator

made sxpiMsly

to

Bpeclalty.

lot

buani

Power,

Made and
Beat work

Dmhthorla.
Do not be deceived by remedied bearing a slmitsr
name . no oti.erpreparationin a substitute tor this under
any ciroumatancea
Price, B1.&0 r*cr Ilottlr, SI* for
SnIJ hy nil
J N Harria& Co Western Acrenta. Cincinnati. Ohio
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ftUR Unrivaled Bteam Thresher EnII

glnee, with Valuable Improvementsand DistlaeUve
FeaXurea,Ur beyond any older make or kind.

o’lierremediesin aublaining iifeduiing tue process of

lUtem
ate.,

our

NOW

IS

;

.

ZCTORZih.lL.
HISTORY"*

EWORLD
f

___ __

for many overshadowed,if not altogether blotted out by doubts and quesWe have under one Government and tionings which can no longer be hidden
onq flag a territory larger than that from the multitude. Even to those
ruled by a dozen Governments in Eu- who most earnestly eling to the hope of
rope, and the differencein the salaries immortality it would seem that our
paid to Kings and royalty and those troublous inheritance of sympathy
paid the servants of our people in our must cast many a distressing side-light
republic is striking. The Czar of Rus- upon prospects in which of old the
sia gets $8,250,000 peryear, or $25,000 a faithful were able to take undisturbed
day. The Sultan of Turkey gets annu- delight. However this may be, the
allv $6,000,000, or $18,000 per day. Na- mere prospect of prolonged existence
poleon III. had a salary of $5,000,000 beyond the grave, apart from other
annually,or $14,000 each day. Francis reasons for joyful confidence, must be
Joseph, of Austria, receives $4,000,000 taken rather as enlarging the scope of
a year, or $10,000 a day. King William our hopes and our fears than as necesof Prussia, is paid $3,000,000 per year, sarily altering the balance batween
and Victor Emmanuel $2,400,000, and, them. Habitual hopefulnessmay color
good Queen Victoria manages to live on the prospect beyond the grave with the
$2,000,000. Now, in addition to these same glowing tints which it throws over
salaries, each sovereign is furnished this world, so that in some cases the
Creditable Contrast

,

Ohta.ned four medals for superiority, and diploma for
continuedsuperiority,
Tbe purest food for children and
adult*. All nuaks. cockle and Impurities romored. Can
i»e prepared for tabic in fifteen minutes For sale by
Grocers. Ask tor A. B. O. Brand Manufactured by

_

TIIK CF.RF.ALMMANUFACTURINGOO
If College Place, New Yoee.
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ALWAYS CURABLE
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SUBSCRIBE FOR

MUSTANG
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W
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80,000

in use. New Designs constantly
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A

have a standard

value in all tlio }
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First Established I Moat Successfulf

It

“ How can scarlet fever bo prevented
OinKn.
and alleviated? ”
A K Y Civ D FAIt M. Book and'Map 7re£
“To prevent scarlet fever complete
ATI. By C.E. SHANAHAN, Atty.. Hah ion, MoV
isolation of the patients is absolutelyI New York ..................i.a^.TCil^oos 2-t.ifl
W R Month and expenses guaranteed to Agent*.
I Brooklyn.. .................
| 5tM,4Ks! 11. (P5 20.15
( 4_Outfiifree, jjjuw ± Qo., Aojubta, Maine.
essential, as well as the prevention of Pliiluilolphia
15,748 17.07
ina CURE!— It never falla. Palnlwwnnd
all contact with those in attendance on Boston ...................... 875.101'! 7.085 ‘ji.sr,
a W IWI reliable. Anv cnee cured In frrini 10 to
the diseased persons. It is essential Providence. K. I.... ........ It) .(iTli1.090 10.75 "0 daya^orno {Af. UHAS. Y. PIERCE, M. D., Chicago.
Baltimore .................. •StiS.tKK) 0,788 1 18.44
also that the house should be thorough- Pittaburgh .................
145.000 1,440 21.10
ly ventilated, so that the poison which Newark, N. ............... l&.l.Wl 8.141 25 18 1, urgent Ilnmeoimthlc-College In Ihe world.
Cleveland .................. 162.000 2.710 10.72
may escape may be as diluted as possi- cKko1
450,000 7.422 10.40
14.50
ble. All clothingshould be thoroughly Milwaukee ................. mi.oool
2b. 08
MASON & HAMLIN CABINET
disinfected, and even the soiled linen of CharlcatoD,S. C ............
New Orlrujrt ................
10,81b 50.17
the sick should not be mingled with Memphis ........................... ..... 1 .28
| 27,085 090] 2811 vtc: At 1'ABts,1887; VIEW A. 1879; KANTUttO, 1«5
that of the other members of the house- Nashville ..................
San Francisco.............. ; 80u,000j4,740 15.80 Philadelphia, 1878 Pauis, lira anfi Omand Swxnisi.
hold. The relief of the patients per- WashhiRtou ...............! IGO.OOil ,254 20.59 Gold M kdal, 187 A Only AmuricsoiOrgan* «vor award
sd highesthonors st sar snoh. Hold foi cash or luxali
...........I MO, 00O| ,H38) 17^1 ments. IllustratedOataloodes and Uircuiars, with
tains to the medical treatment.After CjndamM...
isw styles and prtoea. sent free. MASON A HAMLIN
the disease is recovered from the sickORGAN OO.. BOSTON. NEW YORK, or OHIO AGO
—Cincinnati Enquirer.
room should be thoroughly disinfected,
AGENTS WANTED FOR THE
as well as the bedding, the furniture,
Serenity in Death.
the carpets, and even the walls. It is
Perfect serenity in regard to death is
found that dry heat to the point of 212
not to be attained by any* effort of the
degrees,kept up for some hours, effect- will, or by any process of reasoning; it
ually destroys the poison; and this,
It rontilns 07 2 fine historical ngruTingsand 12(11*
is rather the result of a happy comdouble--*olumnpsgos, and is the most complete
perhaps, is os good a method as any of bination of bodily and mental condi- large
History of the Wond over publl*hod. It sellsat sight
Send for specimen page* end extra terms to Agents.
disinfecting the bedding of those who
tions. The chief of these conditions,
Address NATIONAL PUBIJHHING CO
cannot afford to have it destroyed.”
__ ___
Chicago,UL
the assured hope of a future beyond the
“ Does the term scarlatina mean a
THK
CHOICEST
FOOD
IN THK WORLD.
grave, in comparison of which the
mild form of scarlet fever? ”
A. It. C. Crushed White W heal.
brightest eortlily visions fade like a
“No; the two terms are precisely candle before the dawn, is not given to A. B C. Outmeal. , A. B. C. Hurler Food.
A. B. C. Maine.
identical”
all; and in these days, especially,it is

A

to

family paper.
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YORKSON.

THE NEW

Tiik Mason & Hamlin Organ Co. are produc
ing superb instrumentsat very low prices ; not
much more than prices of poorest organs.
Highest honors at every world’s exhibitionfor
many years, and two highest awards at the last
aud greatest at Paris, last year, tell tlio story of
their superiority.

lieved by competent judges to be far
below what it really is, and which, no
doubt, will be found to be erroneous
iorn
7
VlroncliItU,AMhmii. fSenrrnl
when a correct census is taken, as is Cnnanmpdnn.
I9t‘lilli(
v. llmln KxhuiMilon, Clironl!.' Con*
tlp.it loti. 4 hi-'iDlr ij>..<t->-hm,
Dytpepalu,
proposed by Dr. Minor in a communicaor lot* of \F.KlOL.H POWF.K,
tion which he made to the Police Board,
Are pusitiviily»nd 8j»e«4iljr cured bjr
and which was most favorably received Fellowi’ Compound SYRUP OF HYP0PH0SPHITES
It will dloplace or wa«h out tuber
by that body. Chicago, on the other
oulnu* matter, and ttiu« cure Coo
aumptlon.
hand, as will bo seen, has an inflated
Byincroaftlnn
Nervoua and Mu*cu
Inr Vigor, tt will cure Dycpepaia,
populationof 450,000; these figures are
feeble or interruptedaction of tbn
arrived at by including all the county
Heart' and Palpitation, Weakness of
Intellectcanred by t*rb*l, worry, over(Cook) in which that windy city is situtax or irrojtulnr habits, Broncbltm,
Acute or Cnromo, Congestionof tbe
ated. Taking its own figures, however,
Lungs, even In tbe moat alarming
it is a very healthy place, showing but
caaea.

.

REMEDY ^

HUNT’S

Cities.

qianati is placed at a figure which is bo-

i

*ym

’

THE ORIGINAL ft ONLY 6ENUINE
“Vibrator” Threshers,

;

Throat Affections and Hoarseness.— All
Below is given an interestingtable
whole showing the mortality in the principal| H^oring from Irritationof the Throat and
course. It is behoved to be most in- cities of the Union during the year 1878. Hoar tenet* will be agreeAblysurprised at the
tensely so during the period of dis- The figures were collected by Health almost-immodiaiorelief afforded by the use of
quamation, or when the skin is peeling Officer Minor, and can bo relied upon as “Brown's Bronchial Troches.” 25 cts. a box.
off ; but so long as there is eridence of Oeing official. The population of CinChew Jackson’sBest Sweet Navy Tobacco.

healthfulness

f.r

llJSSr

•'Hiow long, is it infectious? ”
“It is infectious throughout its

disturbance of the system from the localization of the poison in any organ it
is not safe to assume that the disease is
not communicable.”
44 What is the comparative susceptibility and danger from the disease at
different ages?”
“ The most susceptible period of life
is from 1 to 15 years. Murchison, a
\ very high authority, states from the
statistics of nearly 150,000 cases that
about ‘24 per cent, of deaths from scarlet fever are under 5 years, and nearly
90 per cent, under 10 years, 95 i per
cent, under 15 years, and only ij per
cent, over 25 years. Scarlet fqver is
very rare in young infants. Only oneninetieth of all the deaths are under 1
year, and one-fifteenth between 1 and 2

Sputa
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CORSET

HIP

(ISOboUe*) U WABSAMTSP llol lulTVSK
dxwii nv.r IlieJjlp*.Prlr«|l.l'..
Their

which eradicates all skin diseases, leaving no
vestige of them behind. White swelling, salt
rheum, tetter,abscesses,liver complaint and
eruptions of every descriptionare invariably
conquered by it Druggistssell it

rw-»,

TRUTH iMMltlUTYI

Stt

7 |ku/W rvcelvi-dUutllltlu-kt
H^IhUUIk n-rrot
PA IMH EXPOSITION,
pr-r nil AnuTtmu comiwillnr*. Tu.lr

system. They may, however, bo permanently
stayed and the destructive virus expelledfrom
the circulationwith Bcovill’s Blood and
Liver Syrup, r potent vegetable detergent

Telegraphic

Chicago Weekly

per. Independent In polities. Bright, anloy and enterKaoh issue contains one or more itories. Mailed,
nosiptid, for Tfi osnte a year. Resident sgenta wanted,
TSRM and sample copiessent free. Dally IkfajjrnpA,
poatpiild.HHayaar.Address Telkorapb Co., Chicago,

IWI Street. New VorV.
WARMER BRO’S CORSETS

ROOT.

M ^

Malignant and

at!

dress.

O

Dn. 11

‘

fiusceptibilityof the patients.”
*^At

Distinguishedchemists have pronounced

only harmless but very beneficialto the system,
while remedying the diseased condition,hold
by druggists.

VI
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Frank loelle’s Illustrated Newspaper ............$1 OO
Frank loalie'aOUmney Comer. .................. 4 OO
Frank l**Ue'a IllustrirteZeltung ................
. 4 OO
Frank I esllo'sLady's Journal .................... 4 1)0
The New York Illustrated Times ................. 4 OO
F rank Lesllo's Hoy*’ and Girls’ Weekly. .......... 2 r»U
Frank lealle’slady’s Mtgaxlne .................. 3 50
Frank Leslie'sSunday Magazine ................. 3 OO
Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly .................. 3 OO
Frank Leslie's PlesoantHours. ................
... 1 A(J
Frank Irf-slla’sBudget ........................... ] 60
Frank Leslie'sChatterbox........................ 1 OO
Frank lesllo’s UlnstrstedAlmanac ..............25c
Frank Lsslio'sComic Almanac ................
... JOc
.

and Scalds,
Stings and Bites,
Cats aad Braises,
Spralas *> Stttehes,
Contractedllaccles,
StlffJelats,

Frank

Frost Bites,
tftUCaess,
i^sUeztanaldiseasef. and every hart or aeddenl
For icneral use in f ami. v jtablesndstodcyiiditis

THE BEST
OF

Douse,
O. N.

53,

ALL

LINIMENTS

addressall communications to

Leslie's Publishing

lUnfbotxe,
Screw Worm, Grata
Foot Rot* Hoof All,
Dollow Bora,

LamencM*

Remit by Money Order, Draft on New York, or Regis-

to

1

flwtanr. Founders,
Old Ulcers
flsarrenous Sores, FapcVs Poll KvlI.
Bearalfta,float, Spralns^Stralns*
Eruptions,

tered Letter, si our risk.

Be careful

OF ANIMAU.
Scratches,
Sores and flails.
Sparta, Cracks,

55 & 57 Park Place,

.

NTCW YORK.

U.

UJUEX WlUilMA TO /tlMHuTJ
f

f

'••-iiiee
please sar raa saw tbe aaVartl'

In »Hi«

nnner

SELL TBE FARM.
If 70a want to sell the farm, advertise the fact, and let it
cash we will insert a seven-line advertisement one

newspapers, or four lines in

a different list of

week

bo known. For $10

in a list

of 269 weeklj

887 papers, or ten lines two weeks

in a choice of either of four separate and distinct lists, containing from 70 to 100

papers each, or four lines one week in

TSvHsi'lRWf.
Ifc^MnlEBoitpyi

%
M

week in
lists

all six lists

of papers

by

all four

of the small lists, or one line one

combined, being more than 1,000 papers.

ten cents for our 100-page pamphlet. Address Guo. P.
paper Advertising Bureau, 10 Spruce Street,

New

We

also have

and Canada. Send
Rowell & Co., Newt-

States throughoutthe United States
York.

I'avinc^’ (EoUumt;

E. Werkman,

r+rr.r**--*****™

wMMaaarwrlrflcjw

nr.-.u

GET THE STANDARD.

Mortgage Sale.

0

II

I

(ri lii
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II

FAULT having

been mode in the conditions
0.
of two certain mortgages,the one bearing
“The host authority.
It ought to
date the eleventh(ID day of JannnryylSbD,
made
CORNER EIGHTH & MARKET STREETS.
bo in every Library also in every Academy and executed by William H- Linacre and Susan
Manufacturerof
Dicing and Storing;Potatoes.
and in every School.” — lion. Chan. Sumner. Llnncre, his wile, of Georgetown,Otthwa bounty,
lo George W. Donsmorc of same place,
“The best existing English Lexicon.” Michigan,
and reworded iu the office of the Register of Deeds
The Chicago Time* a short time ago
—London Athcnaum.
of Ottawa Comity,Michigan, on the thirteenth day
5
ottered sjme very s^nstbtc remarks on this
ol January,1869, at 2 o'clock p.m.ln Liber R, of
Manufacturer«f
Blinds, Stair Hailing, Etc,
mortgages,on pugoOSO, which said mortgage was
subject. Borne of them are as follows:
duly assigned by the said George W. Densmoreon
S’
the rah nay of January, 1869, to Uentoh E. Green,
During the past few years most farmers
and which said assignmentwas recorded in the
all
have learned to handle eggs so that few of
office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa County,
> Michigan, In Liber No. 13 of mortgageson page
to order.
them are broken while on their way to
24,011 the 81st dny of December, ItfiB, at 1UX
o'clock, a. m„ upon which mortgage H ere is
And all kinds of
market. They have also found out there
A large, handsome volnmi of 1851 pges, claimed to be due and unpaid at ihe date hereis a more excellent way to harvest apples
of for principaland Interest the sum of live
containingconsiderablymore than a
hundred and twenty-livedollars and eighteen
than to knock them from the tree with a
cents, and also an attorneyfee of twenty-live
100,000 words in its vocabulary,
pole, allowing them to fall on the ends of
STONE.
(25) dollars as thereinprovided, 'ihe other f-aid
mortgagebearing date the tenth day of Docemf -t,
with tne correctPronunciation,
I keep constainlyon band the best kind ol
sharp stubble. Some have also ascertained
1870, made and executed by William II. Linacre Afd
stock, and also a nice varlet' of designs. Letter
Definition,and Etymology.
Busan Linacre, bis wife, of Georgetown, Ottawa Ing done in the English, Holland and German lanthat to insure the keeping' of sweet potatoes
County,Michigan, to Guy 8. Walden, of the townguages, as desired.
they must be taken from the ground with
Any one of the above artlcleomade to order to
ship of Cascade. Kent County,Michigan, and reILLUSTRATED
UNABRIDGED. corded in the oflic.-of the Register of Deeds of Otany elze or measure on short notice and at Grand
care and packed away so that their skin is Kaplds prices.
tawa County.Michigan, on the 14th dny of DecemWITH POOR TOLL-PAGE ILLUMINATED
ber. 1870, at 8X o’clo k p. m., in Liber V of mortnot braised or broken.
gages, on page 81, which said mortgage was duly
PLATES. LIBRARY SHEEP, MARBLED
They harvest American, misnamed Irish
Cor.
sts.
assigned by the said Guy S. Wa.deii on the sixteenth day of August, 1871, to Milton F. Marsh,
potatoes,however, in the good old way of
EDGES.
$20.00
38-1 V
which said assignment was recorded In the office
their fathers,who went at them as if they
of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa County, Mich- Give mo a call before you order, and patronize your home industry.
igan. iu Liber R of mortgages, on page 323, on the
bad a spite ogainst them. Sometimes they
Is now regarded as the STAN DAKD AUTHORITY, 23th day of Augusi, 1871. and which said mortgage
Holland, Mich., Octobcr’4,1877.
and is so recommendedby Diyunt, Longfellow, wis afterwards assigned by the said Milton F.
run a plow through the vines as they
Whittier, Sumner, Holmes, Irving, Winthrop, Marsh on the 12th day of May, 1873, to Benton E.
would through a patch of twitch grass,
Agassiz. Marsh, Henry, Everett, Mann, Stephens, Green, which said last assignmentwas recorded in
Quincy, Felton, Hilliard.Memminger, and the ma- the office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
leaving the tubers to wilt in the sun or to
jority of onr most distinguished
scholars,and is, Countv, Michigan,in Liber R of mortgages, on
besides, recognizedas authorityby the Depart- page 530, on the 14th day of May, 1873, at 8 o’clock,
bo nipped by the frost. At other times
ments of our NationalGovernment.It is also u. m., upon which last said mortgage there is
they attack them with a heavy, sharp hoe,
adoptedby many of the Boards of Public Instruc- claimed to be due and unpaid at the date hereof
for principal and interest, the sum of four huntion.
raising and bringing it
with the
“The volumes before us show a vast amount of dred and fifty-nine dollars and fifteen cents.
force they would employ in swinging an
diligence; but with Wf&Jter it Is diligence in com- ($459,151 and also an attorney fee of $15.00 ns pro
bination with fancifulness.With Worcester, in vided therein,and no proceedingsat law or in
axe. Occasionally a potato diggeremploys
combination with pood sense and Judgment. equity having been instituted to recover the debts
•ysptpua.
WORCESTER’S is the sobererand safer book, secured by said two mortgages, or that of either
a spade, which he handles in the same way
and may be pronounced the best existing En- of them, or any part thereof;N ow therefornotice
foUfi./'iles.lc.
\\ )
he would if he was digging a post hole.
is hereby given, that by virtue of the pow. r of
glish Lexicon.— London Athenceum.
sale containedin said mortgagesand each of them,
“The beet English wrliers and the most particu- and of the salute iu such case made and provided Luge sample package sen! free on receipt of 15
He seems to have two objects in
lar American writers use WORCESTER as their
the said two mortgageswill be foreclosed bv a sale cents, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wanted.
removing
the ground and
authority.”— Mu' York Herald.
at public vendue of the mortgaged premises de- Address J, p. Mountain, Ggdensburg.N. Y.
‘•After our recent strike we made the change to scribed in said two mortgages or so much therof as
slicing; them so that they will be in a
WORCESTER as our authority in spelling,chiefly may be necessaryto satisfy the amount duo on
2.50 a
for
condition to fry, without further preparato bring ourselves into conformity with the ac- said two mortgages,togetherwith ii.tereatand
scriptions.
cepted usage, as well as to gratify the desire of costa Including said attorney fees, to- wit; all t"at
tion. A few farmers use a manure fork
!
!
most of our staff, includingsuch gentlemen as certain piece or parcel of land known ns the northfor getting potatoes out of the ground.
Mr. Bayard Taylor,- Mr. Ge»rge W. Smalley, and west quarter(X) of the north-east quarter (X) of
Mr. John R. C. llas#ard.”-Mu'York Tribune.
section numbered thirty-two(32) town six (6) north
The favoriteway of using the implement We take pcasure In announcing that we have
of range thirteen (13) west, lying and being in the
County of Ottawa and Htate of Michigan, at the
is to quickly thrust it into the body of the made arrangements with the publisherof the
The Complete Series of
Chicago Weekly Nexct which enables ns to club that
front door of the Court House of Ottawa County,
hill, which enables the tines to pierce paper with the Hull
Holland Citt News at the very
in the city of Grand Haven, in said County of Otlow price of 12.50_ per year, a trifle over the regtawa, and State of Michigan, ihat being the place
most of the large potatoes,which are ular
ular "price
price of the
the "Holland
Holi
City News alone. This
for holding the Circuit Court fur snidconnty: on
Burned out by the late Fire we re-opened In
picked off as the fork is pried out of the is beyond question the flrjt time that a metropolSaturday the 12th day of April, 1879, ourmw store jnst completedat onr old stand on
itan weekly has been bronght within the reach of
at one o’clock in the afternoon of that day.
soil.
new subscribers at so small an additional price.
Dated, Gband Haven. Jann.iry 2. 1879.
Kor this comparatively small amonnt onr readers QUARTO DICTIONARY. Profusely Illustrated.
BENTON E. GREEN.
The truth of the matter is, no crop recan place themselves in command of the whole bitLibrarysheep. $10.00.
Assignee of mid Mortgagee.
We have Just received a large new stock of
quires so careful handling as potatoes and nation. All events of Interest,local, national and UNIVERSAL AND CRITICAL DICTIONARY. Lowing & Cross, Attorneysfor mid Assignee.
foreign,will be presented completelyand prompt48-13w
8vo.
Library
sheep.
$4.25
none receives so little attention. cut or ly by one or the other of these publications. The
ACADEMIC DICTIONARY. Illustrated. Crown
bruised potato is nearly worthless unless single feature of fail and trustworthyChicago
8vo. Half roan. $1.85.
market quotations will bo worih, to many of our
flats
•
it is fed to stock. If stored in a cave or
readers, more than the additional amount involved COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY. Illustrated.
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DOORS, SASH,

Scroll

Sawing of

LUCE

H. R.

WORCESTER’S
ILLUSTRATED QUARTO
DICTION AR Y

kinds

done

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

MONUMENTS

CEMETERY WORK
- IN
--

Also Planing, Matching and Resawing.

FDLLY

AND

Work Warranted and

All

River & Tenth

Prices Low.

“WORCESTER”

SIPIECIAL
Announcement!

down

The Chicago Weekly News

AND THE

view-

them from

Uews

Holland City
At$

i

new sub-

year

HEW
G.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS,

WORCESTER’S

1

DICTIONARIES.

River Street,

A

Dry Goods,

LAND WANTED.

and

to

sound tubers that are near it.

If

cellar ills almost certain to rot

in the clubbingarrangement. To those who are
not familiar with the character of the Chicago
Newt, we would say it is the best representative of
IndependentJournalism in the West.

12mo.

Half roan. $1.15.

tool to use in digging potatoes, but

SCHOOL

J. B.

it

Farm

LIPPINCOTT tc

00.,

for Sale.

Publishers, Booksellers, & Stationers.
715 and 717 Market St., Philadelpnia.
I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
it to the best advantage.A hoe will take
49-3m
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
out potatoes cleauer than any tool, and
and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
place them where they are wauled to betof this land is partiallyimproved. Also
ter advantage, but it must be used to 40 acres of unimproved land in the Townscrape away the soil and not for striking ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
M. D. HOWARD.
into it. The hoe may be used to excellent
ordinarily requires an Irishman to handle

I

it

advantage in digging those varieties of

THE CURTIS TURBINE

potatoes that have their tubers scattered

Al a recent

over a considerable space.
Potatoes should be dug

dry. They
to

A

soil is

them. They

can not

is

dirt

adhering

•

be thrown out on

GATES CURTIS,

the surface of the ground between the
rows

Ogdenaburfifc 2T.7.

dry without greatly injuringtheir

to

ERRORS

eating qualities.Potatoes sprout, grow,
and mature in the dark, and they should

much as possible
cook. An exposure

be kept in the dark as
till

they are ready to

to the light for

them.

xVIlow

even

a

a

tine

few minutes injures

well ripened potato

to lie in the sunlight for a

not be

full dencription,

power, price, etc., in
given In an extra of
he 'twbint Rtvorltr.
Send for a Copy.

are never saleable at the price

fit

for

food.

week and

It is liable

it

will

THE
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Agent Wanted.

Catholic

green in color and slightly poisonous.The

CO.

St. Louis. Mo.

nearer they are kept to an absoluteexclu-

BQJMLMME

sion from the light from the time they arc

dug

till

ble

and

more
they will be.

they are cooked, the
nutritious

palata-

A

bag as soon as they are taken

in a

out of the

ground and store them in
dark. The writer of this

price of
3 Horse Power ...... $ 242.00
4>/,
....... 283.00
6X
....... 3 >8.50

place entirely

“
”

article has frequently kept potatoes for

“

”

Feed.

see

for yourself, no

trouble to show goods/ j

An Ideal Children’s Magazine.

(pfilGES A (BE

Messrs. Scribner & Co., in 1873. began the pub
Mention of St. Nicholas, an Illustrated Magazine
for Girls and Boys, with Mrs. Mary M apes Dodge
as editor. Five years have passed since the first
A prompt deliveryfree
nnmb-r was issued, and the magazine has won the
highest position.It has a monthly circulation of be relied upon.
OVER 50.C00 COPIES.

It is publishedsimultaneouslyin London and
New-York, and the transatlanticrecognitionIs al
most as general and hearty as the American.
Although the progress ot the magazine has been
a steady advance, it has not reached its editor's
ideas of best, because her ideal continually outruns It, and the magazine as swiftly follows after.
To-day St. Nicholas stands

ALONE IN THE WORLD

of

VAN PUTTEN

G.

Holland, Aug.

LOW {
charge,

& SOI

17, 1878.

Insura-ice Noti

OF BOOKS:

Tho New-York Tribune has said of

it: “St.

Nicholas

reached a higher platform, and ommands for
MC1H1GAN. has
Home of New York,
its service w ider resources l*art and letters than
(

check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and

British America,

Underwritters of

1878-9.

Firemans’

(My

Terms. $3

00 a

•

year; 25 cents a Number.

crw«^a«ss

We

SCRIBNER’S

should write iian e, Post-office, County, and
Slate, in full, and send with remittance in check.
P. O. money order, or registeredletter to

MONTHLY,
Conducted by

J. O.

The handsomest

Scribner

I

— IN THE

zine in the World.

Announcements for 1878-9.

1.

represent Ttie above reliable Fire Insurance

Hoi.ls np, Mich., August 7th. 1878.

Howard & McBride.
26-tf

Co.,

MEAT MARKET

Maga-

Cal.

Roger Williams, R.

!

713 Broadway, New-Ycrk.

HOLLAND,

Illustrated

£

Y.

jg^rsrxsisKSB

Personswishingto subscribe direct with the publishers

Fund of

N

Orient of Hartford, Conn.

from promisingnew ones,

Compact, Substantial, Economical and easily managed.
MORE THAN 7m 0 MONTHLY.
Guaranteed to work well and
give full power claimed. The and it has a larger circulation in England than any
Engine and boiler complete, other American magazine. Every nuinberconuiins
including governor, pump, about one hundredand fifty pages, and from fifty
etc. (and boxing) at the low to seventy-fiveoriginal wood-cutillustrations.

persons who wish very choice potatoes put
them

Come and

—

The American edition of this periodical is now

few

&

Etc., Etc.

For Girls and Boys,

Good Things

CfHURCH.

CHAMBERS &

Crockery,

this Office.

sumnmmE

The best book ever published sold. Tickets to and from all points in Europe
on Romanism. Contributedby sold at my office.
JACOB VAN PUTTEN.

J. H.

Inquireat

any of Its predecessors or contemporaries.”The
London Literary World says: “There Is no magaDocs a general Banking. Exchange, and Collec- zine for the young that can be said to equal this
tion business.Collections made on all points in choice production of Scribner’s press.”
ihe United States and Europe. Particularattenfor
tion paid to the collectionsof Banks and Bankers.
Remittances made on the day of payment. All
The arrangementsfor literaryand art contribubusiness intrusted to me shall’ have prompt atten- tions for the new volume— ihe sixth— are complete,
tion. Interest allowedon time deposits, subject draw ing from already lavoritcsources, as well as

the ablest Divines of thediflerent
Denominations. Illustratedwith
.Fine Steel Engravingsof Bishops
Marvin and Bowman, and Portraits of the other
contributors.We being the Publishers, and employing no middlemen are able to give direct «o
Canvassersthe largest commissions. Sell Rapidly. For terms and circulars. Addresi.

to become

Groceries,

for

estate in the City of Holland.

St. Nicholas,

BANKER

HOLLAND,

to

Caps,

Flour

»w

1

rave

8» 42-tOO per cent*

when the

they are worth when there

tent

real

61-

BANKING.

42-tf

tf

&

N Ottawa or Allegan Countiesin exchange

(Elementary) DICTIONARY. Illustrated. 12mo. Half roan. $1.0u.
sent to market it will injure the sale of the
PRIMARY DICTIONARY. Illustrated.ICmo.
The Chicago Weekly Newt is a large eight column
Half roan. 60 cents.
whole potatoes. In digging potatoesin folio, “cram full” of telegraph and general news,
short and pithy editorialson the topics of the dav POCKET DICTIONARY. Illustatod.24mo. Cloth,
a field that is nearly clear of weeds and written iu a familiar yet incisive slyle. and in all
63 ct.-.; roan, flexible,85 cis.; roan, tucks,
gilt edges, $1.00.
grass there is no cheap implement that its departmentsevidently aims to give facts iu lew
words, without the verbiage and fine writing which
Many special aids to students, in addition to a
comphres with a fork that has wide and render so many of the metropolitanJournals“a very full pronouncing and definingvocabulary,
wearinessto the flesh.”Factt, not words, appears III UK
ike Worcester’s in the opinionof our most disrather blunt tines. It is hard work to use to be its motto.
tin gulshcd educators, the mo*t complete,ns well
it, but by its employment one may lift
We trust that many new subscribers will avail as by far the cheapest Dictionaries of our language.
of this unusualopportunityof securmore potatoes in half a day than with a themselves
•,* For sale by all Bookseller*, or will be scut,
ing a Chicago weekly paper at so trifling a cost.
carriage Iree, on receipt of the pi ice by
48-tf
hoe in an entire day. A spado is a good
affect the

FIRM

FIRST WARD.
The undersignedannouncesto the Public that
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fnlr#

m

IlWLllUiWtESMI!

Jnst published,a new edition of
IB. CULVEEWELL’S CELEBBATBDESSAY on the radical cure (Vi\ll\ovi\medicine)of Spcrinatorrho’a or Seminal
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Inipntenev, Mental and PhysicalIncapacity,Imped!
ments to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epilepsy and Fit* inducedby self-indulgence or sexual
extravagance. «Sc.
Price in scaled envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirableEssay,
clearlydemonstiatci.
from a thirty years' successful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abuse may he radicallycured w ithout the dangerous use of internal medicineor the application
of the knife, pointing ont a mode of cure at once
simple,certain and effectual, bv means of which
every sufferer.no matter w hat his condition mar
be. may cure himself cheaply, privately and radi-

(he attractions for the coming year are dealing they fee! confident of giving satisfactiontc'
all those who wish to favor them with part of theli
the following:
“HAWOR
I'H’S,”
a
serial novel, by Mrs. Frances trade.
with a thick, tightlyflttingtuft of grass.
4fl-ly
Hodgson Burnett,author of “That Lass o’ Lowrie’s.
The stand is one door west of G. J. Haveikate A
They had in June the fine flavor of newly
The scene of Mrs. Burnett’s new novel is laid in Lan- Sun's Hardware Store.
cally.
cashire; the hero is a young inventor of American
W. BUTKAU,
dug potatoes.
fOT" This Lecture should bo In tho hands of
birth. ‘•Haworth’s ’ is the longest story Mrs.
J. VAN ZOEREN.
every youth and every man in the land.
Burnett has yet written. It will run tnrough
Holland. July 14. 1878.
A cave dug in the side of a bill or pit
Sent under seal, In a plain envelope, to any nd
The undersignedwishes to inform his old friends twelve numbers of ihe Monthly, beginningwith
in a sandbank affords an excellentplace and residents of Holland and vicinity that being at November, 1878, and will be profusely illustrated.
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
FALCONBKKG.
a
serial
novel,
by
II.
II.
Boypost stumps.
tor storing potatoes. If piled on top of present located at Muskegon, he has made arrange- esen. author of “Gniinar,’’ “The Man who Lost
ments with Mr. D. R. Meengs,at Holland, at whose
Address tho Publishers,
his
Name.”
Ac.
In
this
romance,
the
author
T
authorized
to
»ell
the
Steam
Tug
“Gem'
the ground and covered with straw and store,on River street, all job work for bindingcan
graphically
describes
tho
peculiarities
of
Noise
on
favorable
Inquire
of
be left. I have purchaseda new and complete line
earth, care should be taken not to leave
Ihe
MEDICAL C0„
MANL1
ILY I) HOWARD.
of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work. Immigrant life in a Western settlement.
A STORY OF
ORLEANS, by George W.
Holland.
Holland. Mich
41 Ann 8t., Ktw York; Post OfficeBox. 4886.
them exposed to the light.
dark celA. CLOETINGH.
Cable, to be begun on the conclusion of “FalconMuskegon.Sept. 3 1875.
berg.” This story will exhibit the state of society
lar is to be preferred to a light one for
in Creole Louisiananbout the years 1S08-4-5. the
keeping potatoes. It is best to sort potatime of the Cession,and a period beurirga remarkable lUeiiess to tho present Reconstruction
toes when they are dug, as the work may
period.
PORTRAITSOF AMERICAN POETS. This
then be done easier than at any other time.
Fine Residenceof Mr. J. Van Landcgend, series(begun In August with the portrait of Brvant)
Those fit for the table may be put in bags
on the corner of Tenth and Cedar streets.Is will be continued, that of Longfellow appearing In
November. These portraits are drawn from life
42-tf
or baskets, and the small, injured, partly- for sale
by Wyatt Eaton and engravedby T. Cole. They
will be printed separately on tinted paper, as frontid ones
be left on the ground
And a large stock of
ispieces of four different numbers. Illustrated
(he close of the day’s work. As
sketches of the lives of the poets will accompany
these portraits,
re to be fed to stock it is not nec
STUDIES IN
SIERRAS,- A series of
papers (mostly illustrated, by John Muir, the Calicssary to be so careful about their condiStandard Trimmings,Bonnets, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,
fornia naturalist. The most graphicand picturtion. A basket lined with cloth will keep
Ribbons, Lace Collars, and Bilks.
esque and. at the same lime, exact and trustworthy
potatoes trom being braised. Potatoes
studieaof “The California Alps*’ that have yet
---- y" '
should never be handled with
iron
been made. The series will sketch the California
Passe*.
Lake*.
Wind
Storms
and
Forests.
shovel, or be passed into a cellar from a

spring and

summer

use iu barrels covered

Among

JAMES LEFFEL

A CO.,
Springfield,Ohio.

BOOKBINDING!

TUG FOR SALE.

1

AM

mmi

terms.

NEW

A

1878.

THE BEST CHANCE.

A

cheap.

FALL AND

Millinery

1

WINTER.

1879.

Fancy Dry Goods,

may

YOU OUGHT
TO

TAKE

THE

an

shute connecting a cart with a door or
window. The skin of a potato is tender
and very likely to bo broken. When this
is the case black spots will appear even if

abed^e-plant fur Michigan osageorange in cold Winters freezes down whenever it crosses a jack or low ground. On
an elevation it succeeds well. The killing
down at places destroys the value of (he
hedge. The honey-locust is a perfect success in our State and is the coming hedgeplant for Michigan.

Hews

FOB
$2.50

A

YEAR, POSTAGE
INCLUDED."

Send yonr subscription to this

A

THE “JOHNY HUB” PAPERS, by an- “ex.
Confederate”soldier, will be among the raciest
contributions to ftrttnir’tduring the comlngyear.
They are written and illustratedby Mr. Allen C.
Redwood, of Baltimore.The first of the aeries,
“Johnny Reb at Play,” appears in the November
n amber.

AND THE

Holland City

1

“

rot does not.

As

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,

THE

office.

Tern, $4

a

-

finest

of this
Subscriptions received by the publishers
pub
paper, and
____by
. all booksellers
_____ gnd
jind postmasters.
Personai flaking
Xltnin g to subscribe direct with tho publisher*, should writo , natpe,- Post-office,County.'
and State. Iff full, and send with remittancein
check, P. O. money order, or registered letter,to

.

New-York.

-

—

all colors

and

'-k-

sizes/

Satin Ribbon, something entirely new,

;

13 A 716
7»Broi
713
Broadway,

-

variety of Worsted Goods.

Gloves and Hosiery of

SarttMier & Co.,
48-tf

Full line of Winter Cloaks and Shawls.

The largest and

tear it airaate;35 cent! a Muller.

*

L. & S. VAN
eighth street

double.
etc.

DEN BERGE,

- - - - HOEE-AlNE, MICH

